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Session "Tin- - Growth ot
Washington, D. C, Aug. 2ii. Tho
Administrative Commissions."
.Vexlcan situation so absorbed the
I
Address by Governor Edward
of .Secretary Bryan that he did
Dunne of Illinois.
not go home last, night and while ho
Discussion.
v ulted for messages from John Lind,
Afternoon Session "The Growth o!
hi. curled tip on a couch, where he
Administrative Commissions."
(Conslept until lime to go home for break-fitinued.) Discussion.
si.
At. the close of the afternoon ses
Lind's Position Difficult.
the governors will inspect the
sion,
26.
of
"The
Loudon,
Aug.
diliictilty
PRESIDENT
WILSON
WILL
NOT
GOMEZ
TAKES
roads of Colorado. They THE LAWYERS OF THE MATTEAWAN
OF VENUE TO SACRAMENTO THE FIFTH ANNUAL
OF convict-builSESSION
the mission of John Lind to Mexico GOVERNOR
will first go over Hie Colorado Springs-CanoREAD
HIS
that the
SPECIAL
MESSAGE was from the beginning,
MAND OF FEDERAL TROOPS.
IS DENIED, AND THE WORK OF
THE
GOVERNORS
OF
VARIOUS
FUGITIVE
SECURE
AN
City rond, which was built by
ORDER
American government had nothing to
convict labor and has ''pen declared
ON MEXICO TO CONGRESS UNTIL offer to provisional President Huerta
NO TROUBLE AT THE IMPERIAL'
SECURING A JURY IS STARTED.
STATES OF THE UNION OPENED to he not
FROM THE SHERIFF
SHUTTING
only one of the most beaui? ho acceded to Its
request," comONE O'CLOCK
VALLEY
TO MORROW
INTAKE.
tiful and picturesque drives in th"
AF mented
GUAYMAS REAT COLORADO
the Westminster Gazette, in
-P- ERJURY CASE IS ALSO ON
THIS
SPRINGS
OFF ALL INTERVIEWS EXCEPT IN
state, ljut one of the best constructed
an article on the Mexican situation
TERNOON.
PORTS A BATTLE.
in the west.
i:.oiintaln
THE DOCKET.
roads
MORNING.
They
PRESENCE OF COUNSEL.
The
today.
government organ adds:
will then visit the Garden of the Clods,
"It is easy to smile at the position
which is a part of the park system of
in which President Wilson and SecrePOSTPONEMENT AT
the city of Colorado Springs:
TO HELP AMERICANS
and
DEFENSE HAS IMPOSING
ELABORATE PROGRAM
tary of State Bryan find themselves,
HABEAS CORPUS WRIT
passing through Manltou, will inspect
but it is no worse than the position In
in
road
the
Pass.
Ute
This
road,
MEXICO'S SUGGESTION which the European powers have been
GET OUT OF PARRAL!
ARRAY OF LEGAL TALENT
PREPARED FOR THEM which follows the general line of the
RETURNABLE
landed by the refusal of Turkey to remade
trail
the
Ute
centuries
ago
by
of
London."
spect the treaty
Indians, was recently rebuilt by conD.
Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 26 - Colonel
Washington,
C, Aug. 26.
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 20. The
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 26.
Sherhrooke, Que.. Aug. 26. Harry
vict .labor, and is a splendid speciEleventh hour developments
in the
W. H. Holabird, receiver of (he Calisecond of the now nationally
kiuwn The fifth annual conference of the men of mountain
road building. It is IC. Thaw's many lawyers, fearful lest
.Mexican situation today postponed de- COUNTERFEIT
F.
of
the
trial
Caminetti
cases,
house
of governors opened here at a
fornia Development
who Diggs
company,
part of the Lincoln Highway of he hurt his case with the conduct of
livery of President Wilson's special
BILLS
has charge of the Imperial valley irri Drew Caminetti, who must face the 10:110 o'clock this morning. The galh- - Colorado.
to
until
Ins
message
congress
Wednesday
press campaign, shut
gation system, left today to watch the charge of violating the Mann white erlng met in the magnificent Burns
ARE DISCOVERED situation
Saturday, August 30.
and Indicated that the Huerta governhim off from all interviewers today.
which developed yesterday slave act, under which his compaa- theater amid a setting as a reminder
Session
"State
AsstimpMorning
ment, after all, might withdraw ot
with a fight between Mexican federals ion, Maury 1 .Uiggs, was convicted, oi a Kuvf miiiis inaiiMier 01 anciem (ion of Nomination and Election Ex They obtained from the sheriff an order to the governor of Sherbrooke jail
Washington. D. C Aug. 26. The and insurrectos at Sharps Heading the started this morning in the United (lays.
modify its rejection of the proposals
lie oflicers ot the conference
counterfeit $10 National Bank notes intake of the system south of the In- States district court before Judge were seated on the stage but the main penses.
that no one should see Thaw except in
of the United States.
K.
Address by Governor
Simeon
the presence of some one of his counAt the request of Senor Gamboa, have made their appearance and the ternational line.
body of visitors occupied a special re Baldwin of Connecticut.
Wm. C. Van Fleet.
sel.
Mexican minister of foreign affairs, secret service of the government is
The
All of the sources of water supply
M.
The defendant was accompanied by served space in the parquet.
Address by Governor Joseph
The order serves two purposes.
which was based on supplementary hot on the trail of the men who arc for the irrigation system lie in the his brother, and the court room was ladies of the party were in the stage Carey of Wyoming.
thus seeking to increase the volume Mexican
First, it, prevents Thaw from giving
of Lower California. occupied almost wholly by the venire boxes which had been specially resuggestions by John Lind, adviser to
'Discussion.
territory
served for them.
the American embassy in Mexico City, of paper currency. One bill is
During the last insurrection in Lower
Afternoon Session "Stale Assump- out more rambling interviews, except
to the First National Bank California, the ranchers of Imperial from whom the jury will be chosen.
The convention was called to order tion of Nomination and Election Ex- surreptitiously, by messengers; secPresident Wilson consented to postMarwas
represented by
of
and the other purports to valley urged the United States gov- Caminetti
ond, It would circumvent any secret
by Governor McGovern of Wisconsin,
Discussion.
pone his address to congress until 1 haveChicago
been issued by the Farmers and ernment to send troops to Sharps shall B. Woodworth. as chief counsel; who made a brief speech introducing penses." (Continued.)
to obtain from him a stateon
o'clock Wednesday afternoon.
sessions
the
Following
iSaturday attempt
Robert T. Devlin, Nathan Coglan and
Merchants Bank of Los Angeles, Cali- Heading to protect the water supply.
in which he might inadvertantly
ment
tem
of
Oddie
Nevada
as
Governor
conthe
will
visit Pikes Peak,
It was officially stated in that
governors
As in
S. Luke Howe, of Sacramento.
fornia.
Governor Amnions Chevenne Canons, C'rinnle Creek. Wil reveal something about the plot resultporary chairman.
Calexico, Calif., Aug. 26. Governor
nection that in no case would the
The treasury department In a state- Gomez of Lower California, arrived at the Diggs case, Judge Van Fleet refus-- ; of Colorado made the address of
liams' Canon, the (live of the Winds, ingA in his release from Matteawan.
United States withdaw from the basic ment issued
cold rain kept the army of lawtoday, says:
the International ed to entertain a motion for a change welcome. He emphasized the import- Ancient Cliff Dwellings, Crystal Park,
across
Mexicali,
just
of
its
principles
position, paramount
"The figures in the bank and treas- line today and took charge of the sit- ot venue to Sacramento.
others
yers, newspaper men and
ance of the conference as the most sat- Fled
Mountain
and
various
other
among which is a consistent refusal to ury numbers are poorly formed and
At the table with counsel for the de- isfactory way of dealing with ques- points of Interest in the Pikes Pea'; brought here by the Thaw case, within
federal
uation.
The
of
about
garrison
recognize Huerta. Official announce out of alignment. The lathe work is 250 men
continued preparations to fense also sat Charles B. Harris, an tions direct with the states. He also legion. Many of the governors also doors today, where foe and friend
ment was made of the orig'ual pros- very good. The back of the bills is
the
insurrectos, who. after their attorney of Sacramento, who is under said that the social features encourag- will visit, the Union Printers' Home swapped theories aud predictions and
fight
pectus by the United States present- - a darker shade of gre?n than the attack on the
irrigation canal guard indictment charged with subornation ed a better feeling among the various and the national sanitarium of the mutually agreed that even now, ten
ed to Huerta by Lind. Thev were,
genuine . The paper feals thick ana at Sharps Heading yesterday, retired of perjury, returned Jointly against commonwealths.
days alter Thaw's break for liberty, leHe was followed by Modern Woodmen of America.
'
1.
Cessation of hostilities and a harsh."
for and against his return
to Black Butte, a strategetic, point, at him and his client, Diggs.
Mayor McKesson who turned the keys
The next, week the governors will gal moves
definite armistice.
The bills, the secret service officials the head of
Gov- he the
on Volcano
In the Diggs trial Nellie Barton, a of the city over to the visitors.
Governor E. M. Am were in a state of chaos.
of
navigation
guests
2. An early and free election.
say, are formed of two pieces of pa lake.
lawyers insist they
Sacramento girl, testified that Diggs ernor Spry of Utah responded for the nions and of the city of Denver, in n willAlthough Thaw's
3. Huerta to bind himself not to be per, between
which silk threads are
produce Thaw in the superior
J. G. Allison, chief engineer of the and Harris drilled her in testimony, governors.
visit to Denver and a trip through the
distributed. The officials add that "if California development company re-- !
a candidate.
So great was the demand for admis- northern parts of Colorado's rich agri- court tomorrow morning on the writ
in which testimony she in turn was lo
4.
sion to the theater that admission had cultural sections, and to Este3 Park. of habeas corpus and argue that his
Agreement by all parties to better printed the bills would be very ported to Receiver Holabird at. Los An- coach Marsha Warrington,
detention in Sherbrooke on the presdeceptive."
to be limited by cards, in many inabide by the results of the election.
geles today that he had been assured
The following governors have
Harris also asked for a change of stances
ent committment is illegal, it. would
On the proposals, the Huerta govthe governors were accompa
there was no danger to the big irriga- venue to
of
the
their
intention
attending
Sacramento,
representing nied to the conference by distinguishnot surprise those who have followed
ernment at the last moment asked TROUBLE LOOKED
tion system of the Imperial valley.
conference: Emmet O'Neal of Ala- that he will call as character wit- ed residents of their home
states who barna; George V. P. Hunt of Arizona; the ramifications of the case if they
Allison and his men were not molested
further time for consideration, and on
nesses, many Sacramentans, promi- are spending the summer in this re-- j
should abandon the writ and leave
FOR TO-DA- Y
IN
in any way by either side.
certain supplementary suggestions by
George W. Hayes of Arkansas; Ellas Thaw in his cell without further move
in official and civic life.
nent
to
A
the
Mexican
close
gion.
insurrectos
Mr. Lind, the nature of which is not
E. Amnions of Colorado; Simeon E.
CALUMET STRIKE was
until the opposition discloses its hand.
When the government objected that
Governor Colquitt or Texas came Baldwin of Connecticut;
authority for the statement that
Charles It.
being divulged here, the request for a
Two captains of the Salvation Army
mean
in
a
case
de
would
in
of
the
honors
transfer
for
the
in Lower Caliday. Miller of Delaware: Park Trammel)
early
the
revolution
special
was
present
House
made.
White
postponement
arrived here today from Montreal.
Calumet, Mich., Aug. 26. Troops fornia Is confined exclusively to Mexi lay until April, 1914, Marshall Wood-wort- A party of Dallas, Texas, mail carriers of
M.
officers positively stated that Mr. Lind
of
Slaton
John
Florida;
Georgia;
said they had been sent here to
and deputies prepared ttjday for trou- cans,
argued frora the federal stat- enroute to San Francisco to attend the Edward F. Dunne of Illinois: Georg" They
th'jre b")ng no Americans inbad- - not been recalled from Mexico
offer Thaw "spiritual consolations."
ble from the copper mine strikers, volved, as was the case in the revolu utes that it lay in the discretion of the national convention of the association H.
Hodges of Kansas f William T.
City and added thai, if he had left for who it was said last
The possibility of a long drawn out
would tion of 1911, when Mexican socialists court to call a special session at Sac- which meets in that city August 30, Haines of
night,
Maine; Phi,llip L. Goldsbor-oug- fight in the courts over the constitu
Vera Cruz it would be for only a short make an effort to
work at the! and American Industrial Workers of ramento, immediately following the visited his hotel. They had their band
stop
t
of Maryland; Adolph O.
visit. He is expected to return to Calumet and
tionality of Canada's drastic immigraHecla, where mine shafts the World invaded the territory with Caminetti trial, or when it so desires. which gave an inipromtu serenade.
of Minnesota; S. V. Stewart of tion
Mexico C!ty to continue the negotia- are in
act, under which it is proposed to
Six
strikwere
hundred
hotel
at
later by Montana: John N. Morehend of Ne
the
operation.
the avowed intention of establishing a Judge Van Fleet was sufficiently im- They
joined
tions.
deport Harry K. Thaw, was the favorers, carrying flags and led by a large modern Utopia.
ad- - the mail carriers band from Cleveland, braska; William C. McDonald of Now
to
the
matter
under
take
pressed
ite theme today of both factions, gathPreparations at the capitol hurried- number of women, appeared. They
Ohio, also enroute to San Francisco. Mexico; L. B. Hanna
"
of North Da- ered at Sherbrooke.
Activities in Sonora.
visement.
ly made for a joint session of the were joined by a column of militia
and
two
bands
The
forces
gave
joined
Cole
L.
Blease of South Carolkota:
The work of selecting a jury went
Hermosillo, Sonora, Mex., Aug. 26.
Thaw continued to show little Interhouse and senate, were called off.
and deputies to present a possible out
a general serenade for the governors lna.
n ColquUt of TeXas; William est in
President Wilson's message, a docu- break. The strikers paraded through Although federal gunboats and land forward rapidly.
anything except his publicity
.
me
uovernor
ami
at
note.,
i.oiquiu
batteries at Guaymas fired thousands
Sprv of rtan WJ1Uam Hodges Mann
ment of about 4o0(i words, was locked
executives made short speeches. of Virginia; Ernest Lister of Wash-Th- plans.
other
"m ,m".1
WESTERN FUEL CO.'S
"V"'""""
official program for the con- ington Krarlci8 R. McGovern of Wis- up in the White House vaults await- cations and then dispersed, making no " constitutional
forces Sunday and
ing
CASES GO OVER TO OCT.
nas ueen announceu as roi consin; Joseph M. Carey of Wyom JAPAN
It is gen- attempt to interfere with workers.
terence
ing the next developmeits.
rebel
the
losses, according
At the Quincy mine near Hancock, yesterday,
26. Trial lows:
San
Aug.
Calif.,
Francisco,
erally understood that the message is
ing.
to a telegram received today by
ANOTHER NOTE
ot the government's case against, eight
Tuesday, August 26.
very kind in tone towards Mexico, out- 500 strikers paraded and stopped at
The r(lport of ,
nra, KI.(,ditq
Maytorena from General Obre-gon- ,
one of the shaft houses, where the
and
of
the
directors
lines the American government's
officers,
employes
of
Addresses
Session
was presented to the con
Morning
ON LAND MATTER
numbered ten killed and twenty
Western Fuel company was set over L0lne by Governor Elias M. Amnions ference this afternoon
bv Gordon
expresses generous friend- militia ordered them away. The lead- wounded.
er
was
refused
In
and
C.
The
Maurice
arrested.
by Judge
Pooling
of Colorado and Hon. C. ,L. McKeeson, Jones of Denver, In, the absence cf
ship for the Mexican people and deObregon has retired to Tres Li- - todayUnited
Washington, D. C, Aug. 26. AmStates district court until mayor of Colorado Springs.
fines the reason for insisting on elec- others marched away.
Senator Fletcher, its chairman.
six kilometers north of Empalme, the
tos,
bassador Chinda late today delivered
At
13.
mine
a
the
detail of
The
Oct.
Superior
reasoii
given
to
Monday,
welcome
of
addresses
the
Farmers
Unifed
of
tions and the elimination of Huerta.
Response
States
and
a
at
small force
Batamotal
leaving
to
militia escorting men to work were Vinnlminote
the gov- - by Governor William Spry of Utah.
tn rlrnu.- - thfi fprlpl-iilspeedi.ly must come' to an understand- if Secretary Bryan Japan's latest
fpnm ttmlr was that special counsel for
The expression of the administraI.
the California
Roche
Matt
and
land
pelted with eggs and other missiles by
chair-of
Thodorf
temporary
ing of the value of organization and
Appointment
stronghold to a position whence their I!?8"1,
tion policy follows a long and unusual women.
..., wuinIvan are now busy with the Caini- man.
l
i.
union of forces in producing and selli cu rat iu
iiiui c
effort to persuade the defacto authoruuajiuas imui
netti whitp slave trial.
Secretary liryan and Ambassador
off.
Appointment of committee on ar ing farm crops, and in the financing
cut
easily
ities in Mexico City to suspend hostilChinda agreed to continue their un....
r...nn..
...1
of
in
counthis
rangements.
I
I
LCU
V
agricultural
IU
operations
L'UOBdl
UlUIlt
trpiM
elec- THE DAY IN
ities, convoke a constitutional
Afternoon Session Report of com try is to keep pace with the develop- derstanding of making public nothing
Maytorena today that the constitution
tion and to secure freedom of choice
contained in diplomatic exchanges on
Governor Em ment of European nations.
of Sinaloa had driven the feder DIPLOMATIC HISTORY IS mittee on
alists
Senate.
the
present ruler,
by eliminating
met O'Neal, of Alabama, chairman.
This was the massage from the the question and upon that all inforIn the
als
from
all
points
important
Tariff
bill
consideration resumed,
Huerta.
Discussion.
American
on
Commission
Rural mation of what contained in the Tokio
In view of the rejection of those Senator Bradley leading the attack, state excepting Culiacan, the capital,
REVEALED IN DIARY
and
Session Reception
latest message was
to
Evening
government's
and
delivered
the
Conference
the
Mazatlan,
seaport
city.
jCrediis,
Lobby investigation committee
suggestions the United States has felt
ball at the Antlers Hotel tendered by jof Governors here today in a report withheld from publication.,
To Rescue Americans.
tn emnhaslzR its ideas hvleume( examination of James A. EmGovernor and Mrs. Elias M. Amnions. by Senator Duncan V. Fletcher, o!
It may be said, however, that the
EI Paso, Texas, Aug. 26. To aid
use of arms, but having obtained the ory.
27.
Florida, chairman of the commission, latest Japanese notes contains nothIn getting out of Parral, DETAILS OF NEGOTIATIONS WHICH REAmericans
Wednesday,
August
of
Chairman
Owen
bank
committee,
moral support of the civilized world,
E. C. Bryan, special messenMorning Session "A State Depart- - read by Gordon Jones of Denver. Tho ing in the nature of an ultimatum on
ALLIANCE
SULTED IN
the American government has decid- announcedon bankers would be given Mexico,
men) nf f.fTtMulinv nniT Ti?fmmm " a1. first general report upon the exten- which might bring the negotiations to
currency bill next Tues- ger of the state department, and J.
ed to pursue, a policy of absolute non- hearing
FOUND IN THE DIARY OF THE LATE
day.
Long, son of Consular Agent J. I. Long
(dress by Governor Ernest Lister oi sive European investigation made by a finality. On the other hand it is
interference.
the American Commission, under joint couched in a vein to carry the negotiaof Parral, left El Paso today.
House.
JAPANESE
COUNT
FORMER
HAYASHI,
Prom the first it has realized that
the govern- tions along and preserve the Issue
authority of congress,
Chairman Clayton of judiciary com-- !
will enter Mexico at ,Marfa,
They
only two alternatives of policy were mittee, introduced resolution asking and go to Parral by automobile,
AMBASSADOR TO GREAT BRITAIN.
Afternoon Session "A State Depart- ments of 2!l sta.tes and the Southern without making a determination of the
before It friendly mediation or'armed
ment of Efficiency and Economy." Commercial Congress, was laid be contentions of either government. Its
authority for Immediate investigation Vehicles to be used in getting the
fore the governors In Senator Fletch
intervention, ine one nas rauea ana ot charge against Federal Judge Speer Americans out are being sent to Parra
Continued discussion.
general tone is said to indicate that
London. Aug. 26. The revelations
the other, in the opinion of adminis- - of Georgia, and consideration of reso from Chihuahua by request ol tne
At the close of the afternoon con er's paper, with recommendations for the negotiations
may continue for
which
the
that
diplomatic negotiations
tration omcers, is not called tor oy hutiou was begun.
ference the governors
will he the increased activity by the states in the months. In a short time Secretary
state department.
in the
results
of
finally
extension
rural
and
coope
credits,
any existing emergency.
guests of the various state societies
Bryan also carries code messages
Representative Thompson, Illionis,
Bryan will prepare a reply.
i ration farming enterprises,''-- The United States therefore, will re-- ! introduced bill to prevent long sum from the state department to Consular alliance, first contemplated an Anglo-- l of the Pikes Peake region, and
and
alliance
that
German,
imJapanese
commission
The
is
main aloof, hoping moral suasion lr er sessions of congress,
deeply
Picnic and outdoor recepAgent Long.
Germany was largely Instrumenlal in tion wlill be given at Manltou-bthenre8Bed with ,he vitaI Importance of a MAKING GOOD TIME IN
Examination of Martin iM. Mulhal'
eventually will prevail.
To Investigate Killings.
out
was
but
shut
by
them,
starting
TRIP AROUND ENGLAND.
Arms will be denied all warring was continued before lobby investl- people of Manltou and the visitors inorougniy organized ana united ru
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 26. American
ral population," said Senator Fletcher,
Japan, is made in the diary of the late
factions, Americans will be assisted gating committee,
Consul Thomas D. Edwards, has been Count Tadasu Hayashi, former Japan representing the various states.
in an authorized statement from the
Beadnell, England, Aug. 20. Harry
to leave the trouble zones and the
Evening Session Executive session.
Representative Barclay introduced instructed by the state department at Pse ambassador t0 Great Britain and
commission which he included In his G. Hawker today resumed his flight
United States will patiently await the bill proposing more severe penalties Washington to investigate the report-- ;
28.
Thursday,
August
twi(.p fo..eien minister. Dart of which
report.
around the coasts of England and
establishment of a secure, stable and for offenders against Sherman
" ea Killing or nve Americans at or near ha8 iu8, come to lilrht
Session
"Distrust of "In this respect the countries of Scotland for a
Morning
prize of $25,000. He
constitutional government before ex- trust law.
Chihuahua durlne Julv.
The excerps, the authenticity of States' Legislatures. The Cause. The Europe offer a lesson which may not
started
Representative Nolan introduced! j. a. Holcombe, a native of
yesterday morning from
tending recognition.
is not questioned, are expected Remedy."
which
in
be
America with- Southampton, on his hjoo mile flight
leng
disregarded
to prohibit interstate shipment fitnl. is said to have been amomr the
on assembling the
Immediately
to have a tremendous influence in Eur- - Address by Governor Emmet O'Neal out serious consequences.
The agri- and succeeded the first day in
convict-madgoods.
covering
No report of the killings opean poijticSi a8 showing the desire of Alabama.
men killed
house passed the necessary resolution of
cultural interests of most European 4'.t.j miles in 5."8 minutes.
The time
has been received in El Paso.
Address
W.
P.
Governor
alfor a joint session at 1 o'clock tomorBritish government for an
by
George
the
of
countries
visited
the
commission
by
4
BANKERS TO HAVE HEARING
limit
Hunt of Arizona.,
row to hear President Wilson's
adAmerica" Under Arrest.
are organized along one or more cf hours. for the entire distance is 72
jliance with Germany.
BEFORE CURRENCY COMMITTEE.
Address by Governor
dress.
The Jiji Siumpo of Tokio, printed
George H. the following lines:
Douglas, Ariz., Aug. 26. Stewart
Washington, D. C, Aug. 26 Bank- Hunt, the American rancher arrested portions of the Hayashi diary, but the Hodges of Kansas.
The resolution was adopted without
"Credit, production, distribution am?
Discussion.
Oban, Scotland, Aug. 20. Hawker
debate as soon as it came into the ers who participated in the 'Chicago by Snnnra onrlstitutionallsts at Fron-tera- Japanese government prohibited fursocial organization for the better- conference last week at which many
Afternoon
Session
was still in detention
reached the end of the sixth stage of
"Distrust,
today. ther publication and the censor supo'inent of country life."
senate.
cnanges in the administration curren-- Hunt was arrested on the order of pressed foreign correspondents in States' Legislatures. The Cause. Tho
Senator Fletcher mnrfu ff Opnr thai his (light at this port at 5:55 this
Lind Leaves Mexico City.
win De Governor Maytorena as an enemy to Japan from reporting details.
cy diii were recommenaeu,
nemeoy.
recommendation would be evening, having taken 165 minutes to
iontinuea). Discussion,
emphatic
Mexico City, Mex., Aug. 26. John heard next
Tuesday by the senate the Btate because he purchased some
The governors will visit the
The diary showed that the British
for a svstem of rural hrnikin.- cover the ninety-fou- r
miles from
Lind. the personal representative of banking committee.
M.
ReyGeorge
of an
cattleman,
which farmers could secure Chomarty. The next stage was from
government, under the premiership of enne Mountain Country Club at
President Wilson, left here this morn- "olds, J. B. Forgan of Chicago; Fes- - 8t0ckWH Be interdicted
Heard September 2.
the late Marquis of Salisbury, was in moor, near Colorado Springs, where ibetter loans, and through which thev here to Dublin. He flew from Bead-ne- ll
ing for Vera Cruz. He Is accom- tus J. Wade of St. Louis; A. B. Hep- los Angeles, Cal.. Aug. 26. A writ favor of the inclusion of Germany but (they will be guests at the polo games, could finance their own
to Cromarty, 131 miles in 130
an
of
Luis
attache
burn
D'Antln,
of New York, Sol Wexler Of New nf hnheas rnrnnn. retnrnnhle Kentem- that Japan opposed it. Count
panied by
in by the Twelfth Cavalry producing, buying and soiling organi
Hayashi
Iparticipated
minutes.
American
underThe
Orleans and others are expected. per 2, was Issued today by Judge in order to
the
embassy.
team or fort Kotnnson, the Sheridan, zations.
bring about the Anglo-Jastanding Is that "from Vera Cruz Mr. Chairman Owen said today that all of j wellborn of the United States dist-th- anese alliance, hinted that Japan was Wyo., Ranch polo team, the Cheyenn-- i President Wilson's recent statement
liind will continue on his journey to
pnion xn
changes proposed by the bankers
mnrt nn hehalf of the ?15 Mexi- to ally herself with Russia, if Mountain Country Club of Colorado (that a "distinct system or bankinj; wouLn
had been fully considered when the. can federal officers and soldiers re- - ready
handle
QUESTIONS.
Washington.
Russia was not unwilling.
and the Denver Country Club! must be provided for If rural credits
Springs
Scores of Americans filled the train bill was being constructed.
transferred from El Paso to
Baron Herman Von Eckhadsteln, of Denver.
are to be successfully and adequately
cently
0ttawa ' u0nt" Aug' j28 -- Tne depart-dinn"We will give the bankers a full Fort Rosecrans, San Diego.
on which Mr. Lind made the run from
Th?y charge d'affaires of the German embas
Evening Session Colorado products supplied." was referred to by Senator
"lent of labor has under consideration
hearing, however, out of abundance of will not be required to appear when sy in London, according to the diary
will be eiven at the Aniier.. Fletcher
here to the Port of Vera Cruz.
nmmi. .fw
caution," he said.
the matter is argued.
made several visits to Count Hayashi hot-d- , tendered by Governor E. M legislation will soon be taken up with an aPnlication for 1he creating or a
conciliation and investigation
the spring of 1901." In propos-- Amnions and the Colorado Springs 8 view to relieving the financial han- boari
during
Linds Leaving Explained.
TRANSFER SUPERINTENDENT
unuer lae muusinai aisputes investl- not ing the formation of a triple alliance K hamber of Commerce.
at
of
mint
has
the
Washington
under
moitiiElk.
American
furmlni?
dicaps
which
D.
26.
Late
C, Aug.
Washington,
OF DENVER, T.OLO., MINT been received. Today Superintendent between Great Britain, Germany and tain trout from the Gunnison
gation act, it was announced today, to
river.!", carried on.
today an official explanation of John
Frank M. Downer, together with O. Japan, he said he knew that the Brit- Rocky Ford cantaloupes, roasting "These European credit systems," deal with matters In dispute between
Lind's departure from Mexico City for Denver, Aug. 26. The transfer of Manner, his successor, awaited the ish government and such
personages ears from the state penitentiary fam he added, "are of two kinds, those the Grand Trunk Railway company
Vera Cruz was advanced. It was that the superintendent of the Denver mini, official word that set in motion the "as Joseph Chamberlain, Arthur
J. Bal at Canon City, watermelons from the providing personal, short time credit and thirteen hundred telegraphers.
reon
his
which was expected to take place machinery for checking nearly
Mr. Lind left Mexico City
four, Lord Iansdowne, the Duke of Arkansas valley, peaches, pears, ap for operating purposes, and those pro The operators have been in recent
turn to the United States after he had early thiB week, is being delayed be
in coin stored in the mint
conference with the company relative
pies and other fruits from the western
made his supplementary suggestions cause official word from the director vtults.
te the adoption of certain changes.
(Continued orr page four).
slope and other sections of the state;
(Continued on page eight).
Morning
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SHIFTS
CHAIRMANSHIP
Awaiting The
Joyful Sound
DETRIMENTAL

Special Sale

A

Thnt funny, little, brassy cry that Petan
of. the new baby 1b perhaps the

THE

DEATH

the arrival

ALABAMA

FOR THE
TANA,

BEANS

DYER PORK

RUSHES

THIS WEEK

THIS WEEK

WINTER GROCERY GO.

JL

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

NEW MEXICO

'

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Pecos
feet above seslevei,
Valley.
sunshine every day. ODen air
work throughout the entire sea-lioConditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.
J, 700

THROUGH.

2ti.

that position is
Senator Henry L. .Myers, of Montana.
Myers is everything that Chamberlain
in not. Myers is an intense individualist an anti conservationist in favor of
("developing" public resources in the
way
j

RESOLVED

The

That ybu Mould

in

they have been "developed''

in

the past.

(JoME AND

JE!F

our, good
'VALU ELS

"WE Keep the.
PRICED DOWN

CuticuraSoap

WELL WE DO.
DON'T YOU THINK WE KNOW OUR BUSINESS?
WE KNOW BETTER THAN TO SELL POOR GRADES OF HARDWARE
AT ANY PRICE. IF YOU WANT TO GET THE BEST COME TO US. WE
WANT TO GET THE BEST HARDWARE AND WE WANT TO GET THE
BEST CUSTOMERS, BUT WE DON'T WANT TO GET THE BEST "OF"
OUR CUSTOMERS, BECAUSE THAT ISN'T THE WAY TO KEEP CUS- COR
YUUK
VALUE
TOMERS. WE'LL GIVE YOU THE FULLEST
GOOD HARD EARNED MONEY IN HARDWARE THAT WILL STAND
HARD WEAR.

And Ointment
Treatment: On retiring, soak the
hands in hot water and Cuticura
Soap.
Dry, anoint with Cuticura
Ointment, and wear soft bandages
or old loose gloves during the night.

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE
--

COMPANY.

Things began to happen immediate-- ;
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold throughout tho
PHONE
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
PHONE 14.
ly after his appointment as chairman world. Liberal sample of each mailed free, wttb32-p- .
book. Address "Cuticura." Dept. 6B, Boston.
The
committee.
lands
the
public
who shave and shampoo wltu Cut'sura
jot
of Soap win and It best for skin and scalp.
Alamogordo X. M., Aug. 2ti. A next day a hastily called meeting
rea
meeting of unusual interest was held his committee rushed through
the "development of re- .
...
lu.rt nn Senate Inint. Resolution 41 rights" , and
ii
.
limine
ill lilt? uumi i,..
v,.., n,..n., lnr.fra
!,..
jritiuuoj introduced
auu"i i;"
by Myers .Tiinp is.
afternoon, when Dr. Paul Burmstster,
Names
as
a
Sood
as
Republican.
interior
the
j"st
of
iiiul
,Jri
thnrtalnir
v.
the secretary
iha nn, n,, up
ci,;...,,,.,
workings of the Children's National to sell certain public lands to tne k
Tuberculosis society. Dr. Burmaster public Coal company, a corporation."
is secretary of the national body, thai The Republic Coal company is an (JNCLE SAMUEL
.:nn-- ; anas tor ine
i.mcago, .viuwuumjb anu
editor of "Our Tuberculosis
CANNOT USE
dren." a publication which is issued St. Paul railroad. The report made by
no
makes
on
resolution
the
NEW RECRUITS
at
Myers
Chicago.
regularly
Re
The society will open its first home bones of this fact. It says: "The
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHin the
for the treatment of tuberculosis chil- public Coal company mentioned
the country in such a turmoil
With
ODS, Electricity plays a moat impodren in Alamogordo at an early date, resolution is a subsidiary company of over tne delinquency m size or tne
Milwaukee and St. Paul
been
probably by the first of November. In the Chicago,
have
which
rtant part. The grandfather would
United
States
army,
a tronscontiuent-.imaneuver
the address which was made yester- - Railway company, unti
the
along
shown
during
nl'
all
fnrnifihpa
be amazed at the radiance of the moddav Dr. Burmaster made it plain that railway company
tne Mexican border, to have three
to
that
its
company."
output
from
not
solicited
financial aid was
ern home and why all this light? To
recruits, which, when given, the opHe
The resolution as originally Intro-said- , portunity, will be a big addition, as
the people of this community.
make the home more homelike to make
in the
on the contrary, that the society duced by Myers provided for the "sal'i some of the fiercest fighters
was able to open and maintain the or lease" of these coal lands. The world, absolutely turned down as in
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
Alamogordo institution with its own amended resolution, as it came from eligible!, seems almost impossible;
for father, mother and children: Qood light
Uncle
funds; that all that was desired was Myers' new committee eliminated the vet such has been the case.
wordB "or lease,' and "directed" the iSam says he cannot use them.
the endorsement and the moral
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to be
of Alamogordo. There were as- secretary of the interior to "sell" the
These are the three young leopards
desired.
surances from the business and pro- - lands. The lands involved comprise which have just lately been born in
Wild
the Al. G. Barnes' Big Three-rinfessional men present that all the en- - 20S9.5 acres, and the geological
possible would be givei;. vey has placed an official estimate on Animal Circus, which will appear here
The society was not organized until the coal tonnage at approximately 10,- - shortly. Their mother is one of the
sub bitum-lengt- finest specimens of this tribe of the
March of this year and in this short 000,000 tons of
of time has made remarkable inous coal. The coal of this grade animal kingdom now in captivity, and
It is incorporated, not for now being used by the C. M. & St. P. was captured by Mr. Barnes during
progress.
one of his trips into the heart ot
profit under the laws of Illinois and is purchased by them at approximate-Ne- Africa.
to
made
is
Mexico, and the bulk of its workjly $2.00 a ton. An attempt
Such an event in the life of a showwill be in the treatment of poor chil- - justify this sale on the ground that the
and
dren whose parents are not able to Northern Pacific railroad, a parallel man caused no little excitement, new
too good for the
is
there
nothing
The
from
a
the
treatment.
and
received
care
road,
grant
pay for the
Mile. Florence,
IS QUITE SO
is now striving for recognition eminent of every alternate section arrivals. Dainty little
direction the leopards
;
associa-- along its route and is abundantly sup under whose
as
by the Chicago Commercial
to touch the button and
of her
perform, is quite as proud
tion, and is receiving favorable con plied with coal. The argument seems
watch
as
the
who
leopardess,
is ready to cook your
sideration from the latter body. One to be that because the people gave charges
es them like a hawk, allowing no one
!of the terms imposed by the latter awav an immensely valuable acreage to touch them but her trainer. Owing
iron ready to use, your toasted
t II
body is that the sociely must co-- ; to the Northern I'acilic, the St. Paul ,. l,io o,,;,vi,ll inr!rior Irt TlQff l
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuoperate with all oilier worthy or road ought to be let. into the game too. 'tittle ones will be taken away from
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
recognized charity organizations.
the present coal land laws, jtheir mother, and raised upon the
The aim of the society is to have 110 corporation or association can
which Mile. Florence has used
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatultimately a home tor tuberculosis quire by purt.ilage 1110re than G4U acres tc raise so many animals to maturity.
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
ed
children in every state in the union, ot coai land.
tor
state
each
of
support-with the people
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
dHllcProus feature of the
ing their own home. A work even proposed legislation is in the
day and night' Estimates and full infori
greater than the treatment of the ent it would create. In a letter
mation cheeerfully given.
children who are already victims of ed by First Assistant Secretary Jones,
dissemibe
will
the
HOW'S THIS?
the white plague
of the interior department, comment- fl
..m
m it,,,it
Iiutiuil oi Aiioftieusc ...l.lnl,
uiii ,ill
he We Offer One Hundred Dollars Re0I1
jle proposed resolution,
ward for any Case uf Catarrh That
to prevent me spieau ui iuo umcaoc. says: "The only purpose of the resoCannot be Cured by Hall's Catarrh
The men at the head of the society be- lution is to authorize this company to
Cure.
lieve that tuberculosis may be pre-- !
in
to
coal
lands
title
possibly acquire
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
vented, and it is in this direction that excess of that now generally per- ,
... 11, .1,
ii...
6
We, the undersigned, have known F.
iney uupu iu nciwmiiiuu i
Jones
niitted
the
But
way,
by
(who,
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
amount or good, t ttteen neia worn-er- s is a Democratic
politician from New believe
him perfectly honorable in all
have already been sent into the
and
is
all
this
thinks
Mexico)
right,
northern states in opening the cam- recommends that the resolution pass. business transactions and financially
ohlo in norrv nut nnv r,litirn t
moita
paign of education, and it is hoped to If it should pass, it would open the h .
-,m
increase the number to fifty ,by the way for innumerable other bills of the
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
first of December.
same character, all designed to undo
Toledo, O.
The members of the Alamogordo the work of the conservationists, and
TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Interhave
club
Men's
Business
expressed sell the title to the people's remain- nally, acting directly upon the blood
El Paso & Southwestern,
New Mexico Central
their Intention of passing resolutions ing coal deposits. The same game and mucous surfaces of the system.
containing the unqualified endorse- was tried by Representative Mon-del- Testimonials sent tree. Price 75 cents
ciuTi ft m ri niinnflnrr h h mm return. 11210.
ment and pledge of the heartiest co
of Wyoming, in the case of the per bottle. Sold by aJl Druggists
Is
to
a
meeting which
Take Hall's Familv puis for
owl Creek Coal Mining company,
operation, at
be held Wednesday.
without success, and this company
finally accepted the leasing principle
holds a permit to mine coal under
and
FRIGHTENED BOV
lease from the government.
Myers'
FOILS 3 ROBBERS bill abandons the leasing principle
and adopts the principle of selling.
Lebanon, Pa., Aug. 26. The terror Constructive legislation should point
of a small son of John Look, a North just the other way, keeping the title
Annville township butcher, saved for in the United States and providing for
his father a $00 roll In putting to a reasonable return to the public for
the use of .the public's property.
It Is admitted that a woman
fight three highwaymen.
This is not the first attempt the
was
knows how to buy more for a
his
with
son,
driving
Look,
homeward from a trip on which he Montana senator has made to turn
dollar than a man does.
For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
when over a part of the public domain to
had made heavy collections,
he
a
Let the average married ma.i
three masked men leaped into the private parties. About year ago
L. H GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt, N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
road and, at the point of guns, de- introduced a bill (S. 3130) to elimido the household shopping for a
er EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt, E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.
manded that Look surrender his cash. nate from the Yellowstone National
week and see how the cost of
on
land
a
tract
certain
of
lying
The appearance of the highwaymen park
living will jump.
frightened the boy so badly that he the north side of the park, compris-to
It aped out of the rear of the wagon ing an area of about 29C0 acres, and
Women are more constant
and ran screaming down the road. A grant it to the firm of Conrad &
of advertising than
who
located
readers
had
townsupposed
on
the
Standford,
force of men working
men. Women read advertiseship road on hearing the boy's cries mineral claims upon it. The land is
rushed to the scene, causing the big!'- - believed to be really most viluitbla for
ments because they appeal to
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
water power. The bill camo up Jan- wavmen to flee into a cornfield.
innate sense of values.
their
and
went
on
over
22,
objection,
The field was surrounded, but the uary
They take pride in getting the
as pressed at various times subse- highwaymen made their escape. State
most for their money.
quently, and Myers made an effort to
policn are working on the case.
have it passed February 10, wltnoul
Hack and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
They like to shop and besuccess. He stated then that he bad
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
IT CURES WHILE TOU WALK been trying to get this bill passed
fore actually visiting the stores
they read the newspapers to
Use Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic ever since he came to the senate in
1911.
He has reintroduced this bill in
see what the stores have to
104 DON QA5PER ST.
powder to be shaken into the shoes.
Telephone 9 W
It instantly takes the sting out of the present session (S. 1754) omitting
offer.
and
of
the
names
Conrad
Standford,
corns, itching feet, ingrowing nails,
Yet mere man "throws out
and bunions. It's the greatest comfort and it is now in his committee.
The committee on public lands, with
his chest" and prates
of his
discovery of the age. Allen's Foot-Eas- e
makes tight or new shoes feel Myers as chairman, must be constantsuperiority.
this
for
of
joker legislation
easy. Ladies can wear shoes one size ly watched
smaller after using. It Is a certain re- - character, if the people would save
in to
Read the advertising
lief for sweating, callous and swollen, and secure some benefit from their
SANTA FE NEW MEXtender, aching feet. Try It today. Sold public property In coal, mineral lands,
ICAN and see what an index It
Jl
i;
everywhere, 25c. Trial package FREE. timber, and water power. Special InLicense Numbers, ff-iDay or Night Phone, I JO
Is
to your immediate needs.
Demono
a
favorites, and
Address, Allen S. Olmstead, Le Roy, terests play
Door
Ice.
to
Next
Postoff
cratic senator in favor of "states'
N. Y.

14.
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THE

President.

and Illustrated

RESOLUTION

OF MON-

CHAIRMANSHIP

&e,

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POI, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.

I For particulars

MYERS,
TO

n

Kegents
R, A. CAHOON,
J. E. RHEA,

WORSE

SoftflndwMe

OF

CHAIRMANSHIPS

CHANGES

ADVANCED

JOHNSON

tee.
His successor in

TUBERCULOSIS
SOCIETY OPENS
NEW MEXICO HOME

In the beautiful

Located

SENATOR

committee chairmanships resulting from the death of Senator
Joseph F. Johnston, of Alabama have
been detrimental to the public interest. Johnston was chairman of the
committee of military
affairs, and
Senator Chamberlain, of Oregon, was
promoted to fjll that vacancy. Chamberlain was chairman of the public
lands committee one of the most important in the senate from the standChampoint of the public welfare.
berlain is a Progressive Democrat and
a conservationist and was an ideal
ctairuian tor the public laiids commitshifts

II

VWW

OF

(By Gilsou Gardner.)
Washington, 1J. C, Aug.

tnost cherished remembrance of our lives.
And thousands of happy mothers owe their
preservntli.il to health and strength to
Mother's Friend. This Is an external remedy that is applied to the abdominal mus- eles. It relieves all the tension, prevents
tenderness and pain, enables the mtiselea
to expand gently, and. wnen nai.y comes,
the mnseles relax naturally, the form la
preserved without laeeratlou or other accident.
You will find M'other's Friend on sale at
almost any drug store, as It is one of the
D.an1,.,-,enllnl.ln r.,m,lt,B fl.l.l
mothers everywhere have relied upon.
With its daily use during the period of
there Is no weakness, no
MM expectation,
nausea, no morninjr siekness, no pain, distress or strain of any kind. Its Influence
Is truly remarkable, as It penetrates the
tissues and renders them pliant and easily
of nature. You
governed bv the demands
at Its w onderful effect and
I v ill bon surprised
trrntcful relief It affords.
whnt
Kfpeeially to young women Mother's
friend is one of the greatest ot all helpful
influences.
You will find this wonderful remedy on
sale at the store where you trade, or lVrad-they
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
I
will get It for yon. it is prepared by
field llegulator (V, 1116 Lamar Kulldlng,
a
valu,
for
them
Oa.
Write
very
Atlanta.
'The West Point of the Southwest.
able book to expectant mothers.

PHOITE 40.

fepYoElands

The Wonderful Music that Burst Forth
When the Stork Arrive.

IN

cats-ogn-

l

address,

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

j

CAPITAL COAL YARD

sup-no-

-

j

PHONE 85 MAIN.

oal

g

Wood

txrs&tit

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERR1LLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

POWER

high-grad-

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

y

j

NOTHING

enver&dio Grande R.R.
ROUND TRIP EXCURSION

3

FARE

1

Santa Fe to Durango, Colorado,

$13.15

1

ACCOUNT OF

COLORADO-NE-

MEXICO

W

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

'

I

INDIAN CARNIVAL

FAIR AND

.

For quick results, a!
little "WANT."

Date of Sale, Sept. 21 to 25, '13, inclusive.

The

244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

Are Women

SmarterThan Men?

ANNUAL

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque, N,
OCTOBER

1913.

11,

gWi

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

HiiiiimtiMHiiti

Each Department Overflowing With

Splendid Attractions.
HIMMHIMIIMMH

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS

Best

as
wwap or
r
West

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

IvL,

6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

I
I
I

and

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,

D

S

l,

Return Limit, Sept. 29th.

THIRTY-THIR-

MM

TO

MULLIGAN & RISINC

FRANK A. STORTZ, MANAGER,1
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.

-

vf

'

das

FUNERAl DIRECTORS

TUESDAY, AUGUST 26, 1913.

Department of tiie Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
July 28, 1913.

WALL STREET.

Republication.
Notice is hereby given
that the
State of New Mexico, under and by
virtue of the Act of Congress approved June 20th, 1910, has made application for the following described,
unreserved and
public lauds in the State of
New Mexico:
List No. Ill, Serial 017604, Normal
Schools.
Sec. 11, T. S N R. 14
N
SW
E., N. M. Mer.
List 110, Serial 017G0;;, Normal
Schools.
N
and S
SW
Sec. 5, Twp.
N, R. 13 E., N. M. Mer.
The purpose of this notice is to allow all persons claiming the land adversely, or desiring to show it to be
mineral in character, an opportunity
to file objections to such location or
selection with the Register and Receiver of the United States Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, and to
establish their Interest therein, or the

New York, Aug. 26. The uncertain
aspect of the Mexican situation and
the extensive liquidation of New Haven combined to unsettle the early
market today. Pressure for both ac-

2

2

ininetal character thereof.

FRANCISCO DELGM50,
Register.

Postmaster Antolne Delorla, Gardner, Mich., speaks for the guidance of
those troubled with kidney and bladder irregularities, and Bays, "From my

own

experience

I can

Ft

SANTA

recommend

counts was

general,

with

especial

heaviness aside from New Haven,

SNAKE

TRAINED

in

Steel, Union Pacific, Canadian Pacific,
Smelling anf Lehigh Valley, the latter
being sold on the unfavorable July
earnings. With the check to the decline which came with more encouraging news from Mexico, short covering
became urgent nd prices went up
with celerity.
when this demand was satisfied ac-tivitv slackened and Drices relansed
fractionally. Shortly before noon an
upturn in the coalers strengthened the
whole list. The market lacked the
stimulus afforded by yesterday's bidding up of various industrials and the
upward movement failed to attain
striking proportions.
Bonds were steady.
Having exhausted the market fac
tors, speculators were content to await
tomorrow's developments in the MexThe movement of
ican situation.
prices was sluggish during most of
the afternoon and little effect was
produced by the intermittent bidding
up of Reading, or pressure on steel.
Big Four preferred was offered at
80, compared with 90, the previous
transaction of six weeks ago.
Texas company was an exception,
rising two points to 125, the year's
9

Foley Kidney Pills. My father also
was cured of kidney disease, and many
neighbors were cured by Foley Kidney Pills." The Capital Pharmacy.
best.

THEM
REPTILE

CAPTURED

A

TIME

NEAR

OUT OF HIS

CAGE AND

MADE EMPLOYES

matron's meat both for general use and for strictly

As soon as "mister arrived at head
jquartprs he went lo (deep on a lounge
not
in Hie matrons room. He did
wake until late in the afternoon.
"What's your name, honey?" asked
the matron of the silent youngster.
who had been wrapped m a blanket,
while his "jumpers" were being dried
The baby looked at her wilh his hi;;;

VARGAS

DE

in the

.cure,

GUESSING

HOTEL BROKE

fOR

quarters and placed

HAD

WORRY.

PAGE THREE

NEW MEXICAN

"jerky" In fact, Hear grass was con-sldered anything but a blessing, l wo
years ago I'M ward Alexander, of St
Louis, visited the l'ortales country
and slated to one of the merchants
that his firm desired all the Hear grass
ti,ilt 0(mid be secured, and that good
prices would be paid for it. The merchant told numbers of his customers,
and several tons were brought in for
trial shipment.
Everything went for-- j
ward in a business-likmanner, the
product being- received at. St. Louis
and in due time check coining back in
payment, at the rate of $s per Ion f. o.
b. l'ortales, which netted tlm farmers

a dry land plant, requiring no
artificial moisture
to
irrigation
make good crops; and after once It is
"
"
""vTin manufacturers will not state FINEST
vhat the use is to which it Is put; but
they are in the market at all times for
file Yucca; and it is my Information
tl:at ""'
''Olicern last year
bought more than !)U0 carloads from
different parts of the country.

Whittemom

ft SAoePolishes'

-

QUALITY

LARCEST

VARIETY"

''"'

ilm eyes for a moment, and then fell
jto playing with several kernels of pop
'Resenting his captivity and yearn "oni that he clutched in his chubby!
ing for the freedom of a full fledged fists. This performance was repeated1
nflXCM'T Dl A Mr UIIDDV
t
hotel "guest," the
hull snake. time after time. Strangers came In
UULoN I DLHIYlt. nUDDl
escaped from his prison at the De and petted "fluster,'" but lie refused
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police
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before being taken to police head-- i ropes with which they hung their be extensively cultivated, as it is
Sometimes the symptoms of kidney llmong woman suffragists.
aim miiuiiei uuuuic ui c
The "Interesting People"
depart- Backache,
oue cull juiiuaive; iijciu.
ment, the "Intrepreter's House," and
soreness
weak and lame back with
n
"The Theatre," together with a
EMPTY-HANDE- D,
over the kidneys, sharp pains, rheushorter
contributions
complete
matism, dull headache and disturbed the
number.
sleep, are all indications of a trouble
that Foley Kidney Pills will relieve
New Mexican Want Ada tuwaya
Try them.
quickly and permanently.
bring results. Try It
The Capital Pharmacy.
ARTIST KNOWLES, TO GET A TASTE OF THE REAL SIMPLE LIFE,
SPEND TWO MONTHS IN UNTRODDEN FOREST JUST AS
THE FIRST MAN LIVED IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN.
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The difference between $7.",0 and $2'.00; $S.OO and $30.00;
and $40.00; and so on up the line is the proved difference
between the salaries of men before and after receiving I. C. S
training.
It's a fact. The International Correspondence Schools have
thousands of unsolicited letters telling of exactly such increases in
salary as a direct result of this training. Every month there is an
who voluntarily report success attained through
average of 800
I. C. S. training.
Wouldn't you like your salary raised? Wouldn't you like a
more , congenial position? Wouldn't you like to be successful?
Then mark the coupon today.
There's always a good paying- position for the trained man.
You know that.
Then why not let the I. C. S. help you? It doesn't matter,
where you live, what you do for a living, or how little schooling
you may have had. If you can read and write, the I.C. S. has a
way to help you to success in
your own Homo in your spare
international correspondence Schools
time without requiring you to
,'
Box 8X8, Scranton, Pa.
give up your present position.
Please explain, without ftirthur obligation on my t
The I. C. S. method will
how
qunlify tor On; positl.-ntrade, ui
quickly enable you to earn a
profession bclore which have marked X.
'
much higher salary at the occuAutomobile Running
Electrical Wlreman
F.lcctrical Engineer
Poultry Farming
pation of your choice just as it
Mechanical Draftsman
Bookkeeper
Mechanical Kngineer
Stenographer
has already enabled thousands
Advertising Man
Telephone F.xpert
of other poorly paid but ambiStationary Engineer
Writing
Window Trimming
Textile Manufacturing
tious men to succeed.
Civil Kngineer
Commercial I ilustrat.
Industrial Designing
Building Contractor
Mail the coupon today the
Architectural Drafts.
Architect
Concrete Construcr'n
Chemist
f Spanish
I. C. S. will gladly explain it all
Steam Fitt'g
French
Plumbing.
Language I German
Mine Foreman
without charging you a penny,
Hanking
Mine Superintendent
CIvilSiTvlcet Italian
$10.00
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Remember: The Business of
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of Adventure Forces
Old Brigadier General to Forsake
Civilization for Wilds of Peru.

Spirit

Seattle, Wash., Aug. 2C Brigadier
General Cliff Sands, university fresh-and the youngest
military
man,
strategist in the world, who helped
make N'icaraguan history in the Esis going
trada revolution in l!ll)0-10- ,
treasure hunting.
He will leave soon for Cusco, Peru,
at the head of a company of 25
miners, to search for gold.
General Sands is 22. He was gradu
ated from the high school at 19, and
left immediately for Nicaragua, where
he joined the revolutionary forces of

.V(JN'
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U City

Recognized Leader,,
Among
Typewriters"
Consider all that is
meant by
these words

ill

Estrada.
Estrada, with the help of General
Sands, ousted .vladriz and is today a

His

Meat Meal,
Firstf"ROCS
LECii'

WAS

Spencer, Me., Aug. 26. Back in the
timber of the big game country bor
dering on Spencer Lake a Boston art
ist, is engaged in the most daring

e

experiment ever attempted

since man rose from savagery.
Joseph Knowles, partner of wild
life, entered the big, trackless forest
absolutely naked, with not a morsel of
food and not a single implement nf
civilized life, to prove that he can
win against the wilderness.
He will live alone in the forest two
months.
"Can he do it?" his friends are asking. "Can any man do it?"
Nearly all of them declare that,
however sturdy a civilized man may
be, or however well he may know the
woods, we have all so far lost our prim
itive instincts and natural endurance
that none of us can cope with cold and
hunger and the beasts of the forest as
our remote ancestors did.
Knowles, however, has no fear. Before he stripped in the presence of 11
witnesses and entered the woods, this
modern Adam was examined by Dr.
Dudley A. Sargent, of Harvard University, who declared that a man of
bis physique could stand the test if
any one could. And he Is an expert
woodsman, well acquainted with the
topography and the wild life of the
region.
He lived for several days on the
sort of food easiest to obtain, gather-in.

Leadership means superiority of product a superiority
which produces leadership and is proved by leadership.
It means more than this. It means everything associated
with the word FIRST.
The Remington Typewriter is first in history, first in
prestige, first in quality, first in recent improvements, first
in size and completeness of organization, first in distribution, and first in service to the customer.
The word FIRST in every department of leadership
applies only to the

Remington
Remington Typewriter Company
(locorporated)

1645 Cnam pa

Street Denver, Colorado
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berries, wild cherries, artichokes and
wild onions. Meanwhile he was building himself a rude lodge and making
fishing and hunting devices.
His first meat was frog's legs. He
killed the frogs with a club. Then he
captured spruce partridges and later
ducks and wild geese.
Having no fish hooks, or steel to
make them, he manufactured a net of
the fiber of the inner bark of trees
and, placing it at the outlet of a pool,
he would calch trout, perch, pickerel
and eels, driving them into it by wading through the pool.
He also caught fish with a spear
made of wood and bone.
For trapping game he used a "deadfall'' made of two fallen logs, bound
with withes at one end and set In a
The upper log is weighted
runway.
with stones and one end is held up by

;

a stick. Animals,
passing through,
brush away the support and the log
falls on them.
He uses for clothing matting of
woven rushes and the skins of bear,
and
deer, rabbits, coons, squirrels
wild cats, and preserves most of the
meat by drying it in the air In thin
strips or smoking It over a bed of
coals smothered
with leaves and
brush.
He lights his fires by friction.
He
made an Indian bow, stringing it with
a strip of tough bark fiber, looping the
bow string around a dry pine stick,
irserting one end of the stick in a
piece of dry punk, and drawing the
bowstring back and forth, rotating
the stick so fast that the punk will
ignite. Then he makes flames with
dry leaves by blowing on the punk.
Knowles is left absolutely
alone.
Twice a week he comes out to a trail
and leaves a message.
When the two months are up he
will emerge, as he says, "sufficiently
clothed to walk the city streets and
as comfortably clothed as any human
being." He will go immediately before medical experts for a physical
examination.
Aside from the scientific test he Is
is interested in
making, Knowles
gathering material for his sketches of
life in the wild. He expects to paint
some pictures on bark while In the
woods, using the colored juices of
fruits and herbs, and making brushes
of feathers and fur.

fugitive in New York City. Diaz who
fought with Sands, is in power.
were
Sands' fellow commanders
Diaz, now president, and Chamoro.
They fought stou"y and skillfully for
many months against the larger and
better equipped army of the government and while pressing upon
the capital, were holding the
town of Principala, 20 miles distant,
when General Irian, with a strong
force, attacked it. The rebels were
beaten, the town taken. Sands, wilh
a bodyguard of seven men, held the
north end of the town for hours, but
was finally taken prisoner and con- -

;

Man-agu-

General Irias was stricken with
,
Bright's disease. Dr. Clarence
of Houston, Texas, another prisoner was sent for. He refused to treat
Irias unless he pardoned and released

rift,

Berk-heim-

Sands.
Sick unto death, Irias capitulated.
Sands returned to Puget Sound and
entered the Vniverslty of Washington.
But he wasn't happy. Last summer,
when the long vacation came round,
he returned to Nicaragua to see the
General Cliff Sands In the Uniform
capital city which he didn't .,Ilte'ln Which He Fought in Nicaragua.
reach when leading an army.
I din't like
The gray generalissimos and col- a boasting swashbuckler.
onels and majors with whom he had it
"As for this new project, it is a profought made a great fuss over the still
We have
beardless Generalissimo Sands. They saic business venture.
dined him and wined him and his sol- formed a company, of which I am the
n anager. We go to Commundo, Peru,
diers cheered him in the streets.
and thence by rail to Curso, where we
For a boy he is not loquacious.
"I was a little ashamed of the news- will file claims and set up machinery.
"We expect to employ 'mozos' Inpaper stories about me when I returned from Nicaragua," he says. "I tried dians to perform the labor, and the
to do my duty by a cause I believed Amercan miners will act as superinin, yet the newspapers made me out tendents and guards."
.
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ENGLISH MUSICAL
COMPOSER IS
DEAD. AGED 80

terday, the business session ot the
Seventh Day Adventist conference,
which has been in session here th
Buxton, Kng.,
Aug. 26. Michael
past ten days, adopted resolutions dean Knglich musical com
prohibition in Maybrick,
claring for state-widunder the name of
New Alexico. The resolutions follow: poser, whom
Adams' wrote one of the
"Stephen
4nfiuenc3
the
blighting
Realizing
most noted and popular songs In the
and demoralizing effect of the liquor
among
them,
language,
confer- Knglitsh
Mexican
New
the
etc.,
traffic,
"The Warrior Bold" and
Standing of the Clubs. ence of Seventh-DaAdventists, as- "Nancy Lee,"
"The Holy City," died here today at
sembled, hereby declare ourselves in
National League.
the
age of 67.
state-wide
prohibition, and
Pel. favor of
Won Lost
Club
conferof
member
we
this
every
urge
35
.699
81
New York
Michael Maybrick was a younger
.600 ence to do all In their power to bring
66
44
Philadelphia
of James - Maybrick.. whose
brother
of
affairs.
condition
54
.534 about this
62
was senPittsburgh
FlorenceMaybrick,
wife,
63
.534
55
Whereas, the owners of the Luna
As- Chicago . .': . .
at
to
death
the
tenced
Liverpool
....51 '62 .451 ..)..m .Y.r,,ttHa tint's an kirwllv favnrpti
Brooklyn ...
011
64
.438
". . .50
with the use of their grounds, be
Boston . .
w
arsenic. The trial caus
e

J
pennants, the world's aeries of
will be in the nature of a "rubber."
At present each hue a world's chanv
pionship title won at the expense of
the other. The Giants quickly nipped
the championship aspirations of tho
Athletics in their initial meeting of
I!i05. Under the direction of McGraw,
the New York team won four out of
the five, games played, all of which
were" shut-ouSix years later Connie
Mack secured his revenge, for the Athletics won four out of six games frori
the Giants.
Of the players who engaged in the
series of 1905, Bender Plank, Davis
and Murphy are still enrolled with
the Athletics, although the latter two
are Beldom in the regular lineup
Mathewson and Wiltse are the only
Giants of those days who still wear
the New York uniform. It is a sti-gular feature of the game that Bender
and Mathewson, the respective club
heroes of 1905 series, are still past
musters of the art of pitching, eight
years alter their Initial clash, and may
face each other during the play nex'
rush
October, unless an leventh-bou- r
by one of the other league clubs up
sets the predictions of the baseball
prophets. To date the world's series
has been an excellent financial prop'
osition for the New York and Philadelphia clubs and players. The t vo
series netted the club owner
and the player $155,304.81.
1

rWEER'S $10,000

PEACH

GREATREHG ST. PAUL FLY CHASER, PAID HIGH COMPLIMENT BY
EST OUTFIELDER; ALL HE HAS TO DO IS BREAK INTO WORLD'S
BEST OUTFIELD.

BASEBALL.

y

TEMPORARY HALT IN

STRIKE-MATTE-

IN COLORADO.

Denver, Colo., Aug. 26. A temporary cessation of negotiations in connection with the threatened strike in
the southern coal fields was inaugurated today with the return to Denver
of Frank J. Hayes, vice president of
the United Mine Workers of America.
Mr. Hayes was authority for the statement that the union officials will give
the operators time to consider our formal invitation to the meet with us as
a union."
Failing in this Hayes intimated that
drastic steps will be taken.

.
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.

it"
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.

MUCH

INTEREST

IN COMING

BOUT.
Clovis, N. M., Aug. 26. The return";
bout between Kid Anaya and sYoung
Sweeney, scheduled at the arena of,
the Clovis Athletic club on the nightv
of Labor day, September 1, is looked
' forward to
by the fans of this section
with much interest. The fight on August 16, when Sweeney got the decision over Anaya in the eighth on a
foul, was one of the best lightweight
bouts that has been witnessed by local fans and inspired an almost unanimous demand for a return contest.
ANAYA-SWEENE-

irig him ith
an immense sensation throughout
ed
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76
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took
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New York
prison.
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WASHINGTON BY WIFE'S ILLNESS
for publication.
American Association.
Leavenworth, Kans., Aug. 26. In reFRANCISCAN MISSIONARY
V. B, WATTS, President.
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on General Wood said his wife was
Icratic hill, led by Senators Bradley remote region of North Shensi Fath- iously ill and the telegram called for
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Indianapolis
said
The
13
last.
message
'and Sherman. Mr. Bradley declared June
Western League.
immediate presence in the capitol
a servant were travel- his
M'LOUGHLIN WINS
account.
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on
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,648 living through
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reason
the high
by
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.568 futile. One
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STATUE OF VERDI
was that the elder brothers, a dreaded confedCHAMPIONSHIP Des
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.527 of living, he declared,
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ARRIVES AT NEW YORK.
Lincoln
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.527 "housewives ordered supplies by tele- eration of Chinese that has opposed
67
New York, Aug. 26. The colossal
St. Joseph
61
.516 phone and had them delivered by auto-6- (he march of Christianity in the statue of Verdi by Orazio Grossani of
65
'
Newport, R. I., Aug. 26. Maurice I. St. Joseph ... '
The priest and his servant Milan, which is to be erected in San
orient.
.48S mobile."
62
McLoughlin, of California, won the na- Omaha
He cited the decrease of the farming were killed.
56
68
.451
Francisco as the gift of the
tional open tennis championsion today Topeka
.433 population as another.
72
55
Father Berant was a native of Barcitizens reached New York
by defeating R. Norris Williams, who Sioux City
o
the
bill
Mr. Sherman assailed the
47
.370
80
.
celona, Spain. He entered upon his on the steamer Europa. The statue is
had won a place in the finals and a Wichita
ground it would not produce enough missionary work in China five years black and red marble and bronze,
chance at the championship by defeatrevenue to run the government and ago.
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ing
decared tie Democrats were not ful
cases.
the
filling promises of economy. He fchar- OWNER OF CLEVELAND
In no game since his defeat by
National League.
acterized the proposed tax on cotton
PLAIN DEALER DIES TODAY NEXT MEETING OF PARK
Parke in England last month has McChicago at Brooklyn.
IN N. Y.
SUPERINTENDENTS
futures as license on gambling.
exBuch
to
been
at
Boston.
pushed
Loughlin
Pittsburgh
26. New York
26.
Colo.,
Aug.
Denver,
Ohio,
Liberty
Cleveland,
Aug.
with
his
contest today
tremes as in
Cincinnati at New York.
SENTENCED TO DEATH FOR
13.
Holden, proprietor of the Plain city, and Newburgh, 20 miles up the
Williams. In the second set the chalSt. Louis at Philadelphia.
MURDER OF MARY PHAGAN Dealer, hotel and mine owner, died at Hudson river, will entertain jointly
American League.
lenger passed him repeatedly at the
Atlanta, Ga., Aug. 2.6. A sentence bis suburban home in Bratenahl today the convention of the American Assonet. Williams' kills and his
Washington at Chicago.
in
of death was today pronounced on of a complication of diseases due to ciation of Park Superintendents
orgeneralship were of championship
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
Leo M. Frank, convicted yesterday of old age.
He was eighty yearrf of 1914. This was decided at today's
Boston at Detroit.
der. Toward the last, however, Wil
session of the fifteenth annual conven- murdering Mary Phagan. His execu age.
liams seemed to lose his sense of dis-- !
New York at Cleveland.
'
of the tion in session here.
Mr. Holden was trustee
tion was set for October JO.
American Association.
tance and his drives out of court and
Before sentence was pronounced Yv'estern Reserve University and AdLouisville at Toledo,
into the net became more frequent.
Frank's attorneys moved for a new albert college and a member of the CAMNITZ LEAVES TO
Milwaukee at Minneapolis.
The net play by both men was unJOIN PHILADELPHIA.
trial on the ground that several popu- National Municipal League; the AmPeach for the Big Show.
Kansas City at St. Paul.
lar demonstrations said to have been erican Institute of Mining Engineers,
usually brilliant. Williams handled
Outfielder Rehg, Another
Aug. 26. Howard Cam-nitPittsburgh,
heard by the jurymen, had prejudiced the Society of Mayflower Descend
the cannon ball service of the Califor-niaformer star pitcher of the PittsHere is a youngster who surely must task before him, to break into the
who has
case.
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than
better
any
ants; Sons of the American Revolu- burgh Nationals, left here last night
great trio that chase flies for the stood before the champion in this
look like the real article to Jim
or.
October 4 was set for argument
Camnitz and Bobby
tion; the Rowfant University, Union for Philadelphia.
Speaker, Hooper country.
president of the Boston Ameri- world's champions
and Country Clubs of Cleveland; the Byrne third baseman of the local
this motion.
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National
are
Lewis
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League.
conjure
for
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chargcan League club,
Frank kept cool while he listened Alta Club of Salt Lake City, and th team, were traded last Saturday to
But McLoughlin's all round work
ed with having paid St. Paul $10,000 No greater compliment could be paid was of a brand that would not be deOnlv University Club of New York. Also the Philadelphia National club
to the reading of his sentence.
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Boston
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wonderful
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3
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This $10,000 peach is Walter Rehg of this situation, by McAleer,
Pittsburgh
cluding words did the young factory
and he smashed from both Boston
0 3
of the St. Paul team of the American his playing days was the greatest out- coveries
LINCOLN HIGHWAY ASS'N.
display nervousness.
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an
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TO CHANGE SHERMAN LAW. 2
courts
fore
and
impressive
bath
Adams a"d Gibson; Hess and Whal
He has a monumental fielder of them all.
association.
CONFERS WITH GOVERNORS.
manner.
D. C, Aug. 26. A bill
Washington,
Ing.
,
DEVLIN SENT BACK TO
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 26.
violations of the Sherman law
in the four sets, the total points
to
make
MINORS BY BOSTON Officers of the Lincoln Highway assoheld that a
felonies instead of misdemeanors was
series between two were :
At Philadelphia
A TOSS-U- P
26. President. Gaffney ciation were received by the governAug.
Boston,
0
5
125.
10
St.
Louis
introduced today by Representative
Williams,
McLoughlin, 137;
clubs of the caliber of the National
6 14 3 of the Boston National League club, ors in conference here this afternoon.
He introduced
SAYS CHANCE and American league pennant winners
Philadelphia
Barcla, of Kentucky.
today announced that Arthur Devl:n, Henry B. Joy, of Detroit, Mich., presi- another bill to prevent interlocking
Perritt, SallPs, Harmon and Rob- third
was not as decisive ns it should bo. NEW FIXTURES INSTALLED
a
baseman, had been released dent of the association delivered
ROOMS erts; Mayer, Seaton and Dooin,
IN MONTEZUMA
in national banks and inNew York, Aug. 20 Basing his pre- Fully fifteen games would be necesito Rochester,
of the International brief address in which he outlined the directorates
5x10 bil-- :
first
The
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terstate
corporations.
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to
positivemind,
my
sary,
a
for
national
of
the
the
association
diction on the assumption that,
league.
plans
into New
lianl table ever brought
which was the better club.
of the
Devlin's work helped the Giants highway and asked
Installed and
Giants and Atheletics will be the con ly
At Brooklyn
however, such a long drown Mexico was yesterday
neces- TWO INJURED IN C. & O.
and
He
several
executives.
the
win
championships
emphasized
7
league
billiard
.6
in
Montezuma
set up
the
Chicago
WRECK NEAR RICHMOND.
tenders, Frank Chance lorecasfs a
gerj,g woul( fail ,0 lold jnterest
sity of selecting one principal road
.3 8 2 the 1905 world's championship.
markable struggle for world's chain-- j Coming at the end of seven months' looms and local players last night Brooklyn
Richmond, Va., Aug. 26. Two
dein
no
the
how
matter
across
Devlin's
the
league
last
big
country,
game
satisfaction
Pierce and Archer; Ragan, Walker,
coaches and a freight car of a
season SO per cent of the bugs of the tried it out with much
had something of the dramatic about sirable others may be later- - President
pionship honors this autumn.
somewhat handicapped
by Wagner and Miller.
near Richmixed train
It. Coining to the bat as a pinch hitter Joy was accompanied by Carl G. Fisch"The leaders of the two leagues ap- two cities would lose interest in the although
the size of it. It is a beautiful speciof
of
a
the
thi
the
on
before
mond
R.
branch
said
Cheapeake,,
A.
of
to
in
completion
and
er
ninth
be
of
matched,"
play
the
very evenly
today's game
Indianapolis, Ind.,
pear
inning
American League.
men of the modern table, and together
Chance, in discussing the team, "am; series. Jt has been suggested that with the new cabinets
against Pittsburg, he drove in the Pardington of New York, vice presi- & Ohio today. The railroad reports
other
and
No action two Injured.
run which tied the score for Boston, dents of the association.
I look for a very close, exciting series playing several, of the games in citie3 fixtures makes this room the most
At Cleveland-N- ew
well placed hit to right field. was taken by the governors.
with
a
In my opinion the winning club will other than those directly interested modem in the southwest.
1
0
5
York
be one that gets the early 'breaks' ir might solve this problem. I have nr
MUNICIPAL STREET CARS
3 11 0 He did not know he was to be released
Chavaz last night won the deciding Cleveland
the play. You can't eliminate the doubt that Pittsburgh, Chicago ano
ALLEGED POLICE GRAFT
VOTED ON IN SAN FRANCISCO.
in the pocket
Caldwell and Sweeney; Gregg and until after the game.
for
first
prize
game
UNCOVERED IN NEW YORK
'breaks' in baseball, and in a series Washington would turn out big crowds billiard tournament, defeating
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 26. San
Carisch.
as important and as short as the for one game each, even though the
RACE WITH DEATH
New York, Aug. 26. An instance of Francisco is voting today upon the
who gets second prize; tonight
world's championship it has always Atheletics and Giants were the con third and fourth
THROUGH ARCTIC OCEAN alleged police graft was uncovered
decidbe
will
At
Chicago
places
question of issuing bonds In the sum
In
tending teams. It's a difficult problem ed with the following games: Cronen-berg- , Vvashington
proved a very prominent factor.
26. Wire within headquarters yesterday when of
5
7 1
Washington, D. C,
$3,500,000 for the. building of a muall the series in which I have taken to please both player and spectator,
an assistant
.3 4 3 less waves are sputtering out ever the George D. Hawthorne,
vs. Baca, 60; Read vs.
60,
Chicago
system of street car lines.
nicipal
part it has always been present, but I believe that eventually a more
35.
Boehling and Henry; Scroggins, Bering Sea today, calling a revenue bookkeeper in the police pension bu
sometimes the "breaks' came our way satisfactory method will be evolved
2,000-mil-e
race
cutter to start on a
reau, was arrested at his desk on a
tournament.
In the billiard
las; Cicotte and Schalk.
Kidney Trouble began with a lame
and then agin it helped the other fel- - for deciding the wonld's champion- against death. Somewhere out of the charge of extortion.
back
night the following was the result:
The complainant was George
Jows, but I never knew the time when ship."
squadron cruising the broad blue
American Association.
Cole, 90, defeated McClintock. 35, 90
J. U Hack, 915 Eighth St., Lincoln,
j
Should the New York and Philadei- - to
it didn't play a leading part.
fleet
a
had
enter
who
a
of
the
waters
Arctic
Circle,
defeated
ship
vs.
policeman,
Enos.
70,
25; Cole, 90,
111,., was recently cured of a bad case
"For the very reason 1 have always phia clubs win their respective league En os 90 to 53; Oatman, 100, vs. Enos
will be found to get Fred M. Chamber ed into correspondence with the pen- of
At St. Paul-Ka- nsas
kidney trouble that started with a
sloii
an
to
in
St.
bureau
at
effort
a
a
lain,
to 65. The
government naturalist,
get pen lame back, and says: "I am certainly
70, defeated Enos 100
City
tn
to
sion
He
rush
down
him
and
increase.
3 5 0 Paul island,
complained
schedule for tonight is as follows: St. Paul
thankful in getting a cure of my kidCole, 90, vs. Owen, 60; Owen, 60, vs Lange and O'Connor;
Karger and Seattle,, in time, it is hoped, to save Folice Commissioner Waldo that Haw- ney trouble by using Foley Kidney
-DO-IT
a bridegroom thorne told him his request would be Pills.'
his life. Chamberlain,
E
'Miller.
Wilson, 30; Owen, 60, ys Diaz, 50.
Try them yourself. The Capiof a year, went to St. Paul to, ta':e granted for "a consideration."
tal
Pharmacy.
the seal consuls for the department of Hawthorne is charged specifically
RANDALL
At Toledo-Louis- ville
SWIMMERS WILL ATTEMPT
HE SIMPLV HAS
commerce. He was taken with hear: with having accepted a bribe of $150 . Subscribe for the Santa
Hew
TO CROSS ENGLISH CHANNEL.
disease.
Toledo
Cape Grisnez, France, Aug. 26.
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
DIPLOMATIC HISTORY IS
Collamore
Jabez Wolffe, an English long distance . . Clemons and Severoid
time and works for the upbuild--'
COLORADO K. OF P.'S IN
REVEALED IN DIARY. the
of our nw Stat.
swimmer, left the French coast near and DeVoght.
Ing
SESSION AT TRINIDAO
this headland at 5 o'clock this morning
(Continued from page one).
2fi. The'
Trinidad,
Colo.,
Aug.
At Minneapolis
in an attempt to swim across the Engannual convention of the
4 10 0 thirty-eightMilwaukee
lish channel.
Devonshire and the Marquis of Salis2 3 1 Knights of Pythias of Colorado opened
Minneapolis
bury, were in favor of it. He said that
thouwith
a
this
here
morning
nearly
and
and
Hovlik
Hughes; Patterson
Dover, England, Aug. 26 Henry F.
German nation was strongly
the
attendin
members
visitors
and
sand
Sullivan, an American long distance Owens.
but not the German governance.
swimmei left here this morning in an
He added that King Edward,
W. P. Dunlavy extended an ment.
Mayor
GAMES.
YESTERDAY'S
channel.
the
swim
English
attempt to
of welcome this morning and Emperor William and Imperial ChanReports of games received too late address
He started from a motor boat near the
was made by Chancellor cellor Von Buelow had long conversathe
response
New
in
for
publication
yesterday's
South Foreland at 6:45.
C. M. Kellogg, of Denver.
A grand tions on the subject at Osborne in the
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
Mexican:
parade, ritualistic work, exhibition Isle of Wight and were anxious for The Only New unabridged dicINDIVIDUAL
a
CHAMPION
drills and a reception and ball tonight, such triple alliance.
American League.
tionary in many years.
RIFLE SHOT.!
Count Hayashi finally approached
tendered by the Pythian Sisters, make
Contains
Cleveland-N- ew
the pith and essence
At
Lord Lansdowne, then British secreCamp Perry, Aug. 26. Artificer W.
. of an authoritative
up the program for today.
2 7
York
library.
E. Sweeting, of Pennsylvania, is the
tary for foreign affairs, officially sugCovers every field of knowl6 13
Cleveland
an
sliot
the
of
rifle
individual
agreement
gesting
thampion
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
McConuell, Fischer and Sweeney; PITCHER FABER
I'nited States, having won the na- Blanding and O'Neil.
BOUGHT BY WHITE SOX. on a policy in China. Lord Lausdowue
single book.
in reply said he thought a third power
tional Individual championship match
The
At St. Louis.
Chicago, Aug. 26. Pitcher Faber, should be included.
Only Dictionary with the
was
A program
3 5 1 of the Des Moines club, of the WestNew Divided Page.
by a score of 23S out of a possible 250. Philadelphia
roughly drafted at that time, and this
2700 Pages.
Lieutenant L. W. Water, of the marie St. Louis
0 5 4 ern league, was purchased
400,000 Words.
by Presi- afterward became the treaty of al6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
corps, was second, with 236; Artificer
Batteries: Plank and Scliang;
dent Comiskey of the Chicago Ameri- liance.
,
j '
half a million dollars.
Mundel, of Washington, third, with
and Agnew.
cans. He is a big right hander and
that a third party Let us tell you about thi3 most
Japan
suggested
of Indiana,
At Detroit
234; Sergeant Garland,
to the local club in the spring, should be omitted from the alliance,
t
reports
remarkable single volume.
5 11 1 The amount
fourth, with 234; Captain Belles, of Boston
paid for the player was' because
interests were
Write for sample
6 11 2 not announced.
Detroit
Washington, fifth, with 234.
identical.
paca, full parLeonard, Bedient and Nmiamaker,
ticular, etc
Cady,, Carrlgan; Lake, Willett and MANAGER CALLAHAN
JACK JOHNSON TO TEST
If sine this
WHITE SLAVE HEARING
MUSIC HALLS OF LONDON Stanage.
SUSPENDED.
paper and
AT SILVER CITY TODAY
London. Aug. 26. Jack Johnson
we will
United
District
States
Attorney
American
Association.
to
pub--j
he
is
the
give
end free
going
says that
Chicago,, Aug. 26. It became known Summers Burkhart left Albuquerque
At
to
find
a set of
lie music halls a two days' test
Indianapolis
that Manager Callahan, of this
yesterday
United
5
15
12
rocket
accompanied by
morning,
tout if the public want him to show. Columbus
the local American league club, has States Marshal A. H.
Stops
9 11 6
Hudspeth for
jHe entered a box tonight at Bustrn Indianapolis
been indefinitely suspended by Presi- Silver
City to attend the preliminary
Davis, Turner, Cole and Smith;
Theater of Varieties and was loudly
dent Johnson, of the league, as a re- examination of three alleged white
From the balcony he ad- Burke, Schadt, Works and Casey.
cheered.
sult of his altercation with Umpire slavers. They are Henry Adams, Fay
.
At St. Paul
dressed a great crowd outside the
The
8 11 2 McGreevey during Saturday's game, Martin and Margie
Campbell
theater, asking for fair play. He also Milwaukee
6 11 0 between Philadelphia and Chicago. preliminary hearing will be held beaddressed a South London music hall St. Paul
audience in similar manner.
Cutting, Dougherty and Hughes; Callahan objected to a decision, at fore United States Commlss'oncsr WH
Sprlngflald.
J
Only a
first base, early in the game.'
liam H. Newcomb at Silver City.
few cries of dissent were heard.
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Will be back from Chicago
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AUTUMN SUITS AND COATS
FOR LADIES.
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Where, when and how to rag that
WHifam E. Davenport, through his
is the question discussed in Santa
K attornevs Viiril ti .lutnieKrm ,,t'
SECRETARY OF ALBUQUERQUE
210 5AN FRANCISCO ST.
PHONE 180.
querque, has filed suit in the U. S Fe.
COMMERCIAL CLUB RESIGNS
me
01
reaaers
.ev
Mexican
district court. against the A. T. & S, y
.iauy
on
the,
discussion.
railroad, HKking damages in the sum (expressed views
At
Ubmiuennie, X. M., Aug.
llati appeared in these columns.
!oi $5(1,11.00 for alleged injuries sustain-Plhicncm
of the directors of the
meeting
ja
Miicliiains interviews unii past exalt((I.
INSURE WITH IIAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.
Commercial
held
Albuquerque
Club,
He charges that on November
!t, ed rulers.
last night, the resignation of Secretary
It was evident this morning that a
1912 he fell into a turntable pit at
If. B. Ilening was accepted.
No sucWe Have
for a
LClks
interview--ein
of
number
lie
wlph
to
the railroad and
Gallup belonging
cessor was named to 1111 the vacancy.
on the subject of ragging, but It
'that he was permanently injured. He
was decided to receive applications
FIVE-ACR- E
OF
declares that, as a result of his fall he without their names being brought ii' writing, for Hie position, these to
Several F.Ik a voiced the
has suffered double curvature of the into print.
be addressed to the president of thi:
On South 5lde of City. Have you such a tract, imspine, injury to left eye and also to following sentiment:
club. Mr. Ilening's letter of resigna"The question is not whether the
his hearing.
He charges
proved or unimproved, at a Reasonable Price?
tlint.
his
tion follows:
be tolerated or not,
If so, and you will give us price, without discounting the
head was otherwise injured.
M
jriB dances should
X.
1!H:
1!.",
Aug.
Albuquerque,
The suit for such a large sum lias!bllt whether the Elks' lodge room
future, we can make a sale.
To the President and Hoard of Diaroused interest and wns thn tnnte nf intended for carrying out the riles o:'
il
Comnierci
rectors,
Albuquerque
is
order
the proper place for
conversation in railroad
and other
Club.
B.
A
MA NA G
circles today.
staging the modern, ireak dances.
r desire
Gentlemen
lo present
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building Santa Fe, I'. M.
We believe that it would be almost
herewith my resignation as secretary
impossible to regulale
rag dances o!' the club, to
take effect upon the
IFlf'S REAL ESTATETliAYWARI) nTslL
x:
Moreover, is not the whole subject selection of
"c
my successor, or as soon
one for the lodge to decide, upon in
For
some
i.s possible.
time past
the privacy of the lodge?"
have been unable to give my entire
A representative of the Xew Mexi- 5SX
.1...
t,,
tli.,
Hint,
inwi
ii ii !.,...
yj
in
iAa mil
'ii
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
jcan was criticised for soliciting the
ii.i i attention which ii
ui
ii
!n
put?
views of past exalted rulers on the
trie Postal Tele- Telephone
should have for successful results.
1'
At the same time, in to "j
subject
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFINU
graph company if you do not set
shall be engaged in other work in the'
is
the
of
and
deissue,
one
be
subject
will
ragging
your paper
jibty's
DI5HE5run by electricity or alcohol? I have a fine
immediate future, and feel that, in
livered to you at once.
$ taken out of the "privacy of the justice to the club a man should be1
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all high-grad- e
jj lodge," and in coJd type it is stated chosen whose entire attention may be!
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
not
10
ithat. ragging is
he permitted
lo
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
e
dance September 2. It Rivenwish the work.
Mrs. Frank AY. Clancy will not be i!l
to thank the members of (lie
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
at home tomorrow, Wednesday.
might seem, therefore, that the uues- - board of
directors and the members!
i
Amado Chaves of Albmiucnjue, is inj,ion of ragging is one of general
ol lhe club for the very cordial supSAN FRANCISCO STREET.
H. C. YONTZ,
ri'st a,lcl ow 1,1
the city today enroute home from a
limelight,
which has been given me during!
port
the
to Taoo.
Elks themselves are
Icause
my brief tenure of office and to
Mrs. W. II. t'lirisman and sou of'"K 'be problem.
pure
you that, my services are at the
That rag dances huve aroused pub-- :
Aztec, flan Juan county, are at the
of the club at any time when
De Vargas hotel.
jlio interest will be at tented by those disposal
can be of use.
A. S. Brookes, adjutant, general, re- who saw the crowds gathered at (he
Very respectfully,
turned last evening from a brief out- windows of library hall ln:,t night
ii.
ii fx inc.
- A. WILLIAMS,
a
while
dance was going on!
j
ing in San Miguel county.
Reed Holloman of Tucumcari, who
Overshadows Mexican War.
A
has been in the city for the past two
nroininenr
Kfjinrlniir hi I'rnn
of Zook's drug store, said this after-weeks, left, this afternoon for home.
ReAttorney K. O. Wilson returned last noon Unit the question of "where
Lines.
evening from Taos where he has been when and how to rag" had over
can
Rigs
(on legal business for the past ten days. shadowed the interest of the Mexican
The Rev. .lulius llartman, formerly war. "Critics have taken the subject
SADDLE POMES.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
assistant, priest at Guadalupe church jup, some of them forbidding ragging
here and now at. Willard, is in the The pulpits have resounded with
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
acks on the modem dances and the
JUss Jotieit Fall, daughter of V. 8. quest ion has agitated (he people of
Senator and .Mrs. A. R. Fall, will
country from ocean to ocean."
In the meantime, every
rive this evening to visit Jliss Huth
style " And Be Free From Her Troubles,
talking machine Is spouting
Laiiglilin.
notes easily
but Finds Better Way.
Mrs. Florence Lehman of Las Vegas. music, with "choo-cbooAnd pianos are tinkling!
a niece of Airs. Thomas Doran, is discernable.
spending a few days in the city with 01" their ragged tunes and men arej
Airs. Doran.
whistling
going to work and heard
Columbia, Tenn. "Many a time,'
Miss A. H. Ckinker, of St. Louis, '"The Trail of the Lonesome Pine."
fays Airs. Jessie Sharp, of this place,
The newspapers in the east the
' wished would die and be relieved
Mo., is back from the HI to de los Fri- niv Butferinir. from womanly troubles.
joes canon. She is registered at the nieiropiiiiran dailies, managed by some I could not get up, without
o1 "1H
pulling at
greatent and best, trained news- something to help me, and
De Vargas hotel.
inTjed
world. are printing most of the time. I couldstayed
G. A. M. Wilson, manager of the j"a'JHr mHU of
not do my
H,,d
of
lne
0,1
8,,l)j(,(!t
housework.
jCH,,,m"s
commercial accident department of
(lil,1(e8f,lnn-H'ustni- Ma,,v
the Occidental Life Insurance com-mThe least amount of work tired me
a tion. loo. snowing how rugging re- out. My head would swim, and I would
pany, of Albuquerque, is spending
duces
the
and
one
more
makes
weight
tremble for an hour or more. Finally, I
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few days in the city.
took Cardui, the woman's tonic, and I
Air. and Airs. James A. French, and jsuple and graceful.
Geology,
Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineeram
not
bothered
with
recent
A
of
m
issue
"Life'
had
pains any more,
Mr. and Airs. K. P. Ervien, left this
I don't have to eo to bed.
Electrica
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ing,
Engineering and Mechanica-- ' EngiIn
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am"Hi,'K
tact,
,i,,o
"j011"'
morning for Raton and Clayton, where
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neering.
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they
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highway association convention.
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'
wim nun, pernu is as a
.iibs Fniifi.s fince smiin, nf
na ure not aoamst gnvi,
It
for the
her.
s
of standard schools of mines everywhere; close
'
Spriuglield, .Mass., and .Miss Laura S.
tired, nervous, irritable women, who feel
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
as if everything were wrong, and need
Clark, of Northampton,
"V to ,ru
Mass., who
be aa,L
here used
when men something
day
where
nH
to
the various metallurgical processes are inerves
nuiet
fbeir
spent the past few days nt the Rito and women turned out
svstcm.
by the bun- strencthen the worn-ollustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for Its
studying the cliff dwellings, returneJ iireus to near Horace
dis
If vnn nr a urnman ciifffrJnrf frrtm mm
last night. They are at the De Vargas. ciide of mastication of food. lecture
purity; good dormitory accommodations at low cos;
0f (ie numcrous symptoms of
womanly
Arthur Seligman, chairman of the on 'wnen and What to Eat. 1 rmer Mrnnhlp
etc.
II .,in hoin
county road board, and Judge R. II. sities sent for Fletcher to talk to their At all druggists,
For full Information, or catalogue, address
'
Ilanna, chairman of the road's com- atbletea.
in: Chattanoopa Medicine Co., Ladies
mittee of the chamber of commerce,
Hut. the question of diet, has he-- i Advisory Dept..
Term., tor Steal
on your
left this afternoon by auto for the laid aside the average educated iiinti
Book. Morn
ey and
THE kEGlSTRAR
southern part of the county on a road today is not worrying as much about Treatment tor Women," in plain wrapper. N.C. l&S
inspection trip.
NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,
chewing the food as earning (lie mon
Judge J. F. Gaylord and Page Otero ey to pay for it.
fyinvisuvvTJVvnnJVTirijunjsurinp
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.
and Air. Otero's two sons, have return5
tUS
There are other questions which c
ed from a month's outing on the Cone- agitate the public mind, it is true, and
jos river in northern Rio Arriba conn (hey come up in the day's work. Hut
e question
ty. ' The fishing was not any too good
of the evening, whhl!
they report on- account of the frequent
rops out during the hours of relaxa
rains which kept the stream muddy tion is invincibly the rag dance. Nnv
THE AMERICAN
most of the time.
York City is throbbing with excite
ment over it and in one of the !ead
ing magazines the "tango" calls for i
double page illustration.
The freak dance
was thus
KAUNE
H.
GO. summed up by oneproblem
Santa Fean to
day: "Some will rag and some wiM
nag."
Where Quality Governs
the Price
ROUND HILL PLACER GOLD
and Price the Quality
COMPANY IN OPERATION.
s
Robert F. Lafferty of Leadville, ColoTRADE MARK WATER MARK
rado, one of the most noted mining
Y
engineers of the western country was
in the city last night, leaving
this
morning on the D. & R. G. for his
Phone 262.
home. Mr. Lafferty has just completed the Installation of the machinery of
the Round Hill Placer Gold company
We do not give
NO MADAM
on the Rio Grande river in Taos coun- first-claour Coffee. You
with
premiums
only realized the business-buildin- g
ly. After installing the machinery
can't make good Coffee out of
Air. Lafferty stayed on the job for a
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper "and
week to get things going smoothly and
poor Beans. You can't expect to
break the men in into the work.
make good coffee out of the
subordinate
not intrust its selection to
Mr. Lafferty stated that the
mahalf Premium, for
are
kinds
that
chinery Is doing excellent work, that,
to make your business
And.
you
remember, you can't put the
in fact, the pump is delivering more
Premium in the Cup Have a
water through the giant than it was
10091 efficient,
would
you
specify
guaranteed to do by the manufacturCup of our Coffee.
ers. Mr. Lafferty says the company
Gold Band Line
40a 35c 30c
has the Ideal location for a hydraulic
40c
Bonnet te
mine that he has ever seen. He has
Old Fort Mocha & Java
40c
been in this line of business for the
40c
White House
past twenty years both in this country
4rtc
Harrington Hall
and abroad and has operated a great
40c
Liptons Yellow Label
many mines of this character. Air.
Good value the best of the
Lafferty is an expert in the saving of
25c
cheaper coffees
gold and pronounces the placer gold in
)
HAVE PURE APPLE
CIDER VINEGAR this
Our bulk coffees the same
locality as being of a very high
40c
in
for
you
pay
grade
elass, easily amalgamated and of a
The De Luxe Business Paper
cans
:5c
WHITE PICKLING VINEGAR
shotty" formation that can be readilv
saved in the sluices. The company
COUPON
because by comparison you would find
has engaged Mr. Lafferty's services
HEINZ SPICED
MALT AND
Co.
and he will return to the mine within
quality-chara- cter
in
is
Bond
far
BOND
beyond the average
Paper
a few weeks and have entire charge of
SALAD VINEGAR.
the operations of the company. He is
makes stationery
impressiveness, and all
returning to Colorado at this time to
"
do some testing on dredging grounds
PHONIT "
really productive-Jus- t
in that state, which will occupy him
until about October 1st, when he will
KAUNE &
H.
today. And see the
specify
return to New Mexico. Immediately
us show you samples,
on his return the company will begin
difference.
the Installation of another unit which
will considerably more than double the 5
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS.
For-SafI capacity of the plant.
Santa Fa, N. M.
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FOR SALE
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FOR SALE
FOR RENT

7. .' .

,

,

. . .
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BUSINESS PROPERTY on San Francisco

Street. Rents for $185.00 per month.
Cheap, if taken at once.
RESIDENCE (Brick) eight rooms-b- est
of location. Cost owner about $8,000.
for

Will sell

$6,500

if taken within next

Best of location.

days

Completely furnished.

Bungalow,

Eight-roo-

10

$60.00 per

month.

Two nicely furnished rooms, Palace Ave.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)

,,

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.

1 1

Phone, 189 J.
9 San Francisco St.,
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

.
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WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?

i

'

L. A. HUGHES,
President.

L. POLLARD,

R.

I

J.

Secretary.

CRICHT0N,
Manager & Treasurer.

j

in--

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

11

a

i

Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS fthe FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL TRANSFER

BUSINESS AND STORAGE

THE
STAR PROPRIETOR.
BARN
W.

I

i

TJEA.iDQ.TXA.ITEIRS FOR
LIMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

JEWELER,

-

j
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For auick results.
little WANT."

j

GENERAL LIVERY

Hack and Baggage
stocked. Best

Entire Stable

you

WISHED SHE

get.

COULD DIE

j

ar-llh- e

j

rag-tim- e

NEW MEXICO

j

j

CHOOL OF MINES

1

U3?""Your Business Solicited.
Phone 100 and

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

35 W.

And we will show you how much you can save.
cially should you do this with your

Espe-

Flour

Hay, Grain

Give us a trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN
- -

M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

Galisteo

CO.

and Water Sts.

Phone, Main 250.

""s

SOCORRO, N. M.

I""'"

!

.,. "''"

'

77

1,.

r

ut

Chatian-joea-

.

j

iHENRY KRICKe
DISTRIBUTOR OF

-

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Sprinf Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.

SUMMER EXCURSIONS

CALIFORNIA
AND THE EAST
The Summer Tourist Rates will soon be over,
TAKF ADVANTAGE OF THE LOW RATES NOW

San
Francisco

.

Los Angeles or
San Diego,

$50.55

$40.55

On Sale Aug. 22, 11, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29.

SUMMER TOURIST
--

Chicago

St. Paul

Denver
New York

.

ON

SALE

$51.85
$51.85
$21.10
$78.85

Return Limit, Oct. 22

RATES-EA- ST

DAILY- -

St. Louis . . $47.35
Minneapolis $51.85
Pueblo . . . $16.35
Col. Springs $18.15

Return Limit, October Jlst, 1913.

For particulars regarding &bove, rates and rates to
many other points, call on or address any
agent of the Santa Fe.

H. S. LUTZ Agt.,

SANTA FE, N. M.
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S.
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YES, THIS IS
THE

PURE FOOD
GROCERY

Dickling

IFAYOU BUSINESS MEN
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power of

Is Now Here
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wanted

stationery

The Secret
of Good

Pickles is

in the

COUPON

Vinegar

(Fac-Simi-

Water-Mark-

ffi$

that

Modern Grocery

that

"TheQualityShop"

S.

CO.
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p
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COUPON BOND
Let

CASE SIX

SANTA
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REW MEXICAN

TUESDAY, AUGUST 26, 1913.

THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.
New
Mexican
Fe
Santa
TAT. JVK.
VALLEY

RANCH,

Entered ns Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Pontofflce
Published Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
Mexican
Review
English Weekly
The New
El Nuevo Mexicano
Spanish Weekty

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
President
General Manager
Editor

Bronson M. Cutting

Charles

M.

Stauffer

J. Wight Uiddings
SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, per yasr, by mall
Dally, $li months, by mall
Weekly,

per year.

15.00
$2.50
$100

E:;-:.MSfe-

r"

Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.

RATES

Oally, per quarter, by mall
Dally, per quarter, by carrier
Weekly, six months

TO "GET AHEAD"

f

y

$1.25
$1.60

$ .50

Booklet Free on Request
VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

"All of Today's News Today"

OUR PRECISE

breezes nor the singing of the birds,
fruit .will soon decay.
Here is one way to reduce the hig'i but just whittling away in walks one
cost of living. If we do not handle or our subscribers with a half bushel
the fruit so carelessly it will las! of the finest peaches we have Been
longer, and the grocer will not by this year. And they weren"t for dis
compelled to make his price high play, either. On, no. We heard the
enougu to Daiance ine loss causea uy .word8. "These are for the editor," but
careless hanalmg and too muen couldn't understand it all at once,
squeeze.
so had to back up and think over
I am giving this little dissertation
before the truth dawned on
again
in the interest of the grocer and the
us
all the good people were not
that
deconsumer as well. The squeeze is
is often asserted. Many
as
dead,
lightful under certain circumstances.
K. M. Hastings, for the
the "peach," for instance, but to thanks, Mrs.
remembrance.
Farmington Enterthe melon it is deleterious.

ARTIST.

PHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 286

EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

IN THE WORLD

1

is the desire of every man, and in these days of every woman, and
"getting ahead" in the beginning is greatly facilitated by getting a
BANK ACCOUNT.
To possess such an account is to bear the stamp of financial worth,
and this bank will take pleasure in rendering all possible assistance
to any one desiring to make the start.
Call upon us for any service pertaining to our business and we shall
be glad to serve you to the best of our ability.

FIRST NATIONAL

THE

CAPITAL.

I

SURPLUS

BANK

AND

OF

SANTA FE

PROFITS. $242,000.00.
T

JILT l..,JUJ.,l..J..I.,t.J..I..t.a.J.i..ll

j

THE GOOD ROADS QUESTION.

Missouri is leading the way in one important particular and that is
It seems like the
a systematic and energetic method of road building.
old pioneer days when the whole slate turns out to carry on this very
public enterprise.
This road question has now become, a national question. It is no longer
local ai.d no longer a thing of sporadic character, but it has come to bn
one
recogn'sed as one of the really big questions of the present day, and
of the people if anything
that must have the attention and
is going to he accomplished along this most important line.
It no longer needs argument to prove the great advantages that accrue
from good roads from every point of view. It is not alone for the benefit of
the automobile driver, as has been feared by those who have been a little
hackwa.d in taking hold, but it as great a benefit, if not indeed a greatc.
one to .he farmer, and through him to the merchant and the people of the
cities and towns of the country as we.ll.
September 1(1 is to be flood Roads Day along the Santa Fe Trail and it
success as this is a most
is to be hoped that it will be a thorough-goinimportant point in our own state.
The plan adopted in this particular part of the state ought to be mado
Misgeneral and we should follow as far as possible the policy adopted by
souri and have a general road day and a fiesta of road building and road
repairing.
We have had some pretty hard lessons here in Santa Fe within the las!
few weeks where attention has been called to the impassable condition of
our roads and we have lost the valuable traffic of tourists on recount of the ;
really dangerous condition of the highways leading into this city.
In Detroit on September 2! the American Road Congress is to meet to
It is one of the most im
lake up the question of national legislation.
portant ones of the present day and this meeting is bound to bring about
results.
Certain sections are now agitating the national highway routes and are
each endeavoring to bring the main trunk line their way.
We have, in the "Old Santa Fe Trail" route the most feasible, the most
beautiful, and the most natural route, but we must do our share to put it in
condition that those coming over it for inspection will not be disgusted ami
turn away.

prise.
Has Sane Moments.
General Huerta seems to have his
sane moments after all. He has become convinced that President Wilson
means business, and that it were the
part of wisdom to give prayerful attention to the representations of Special Agent Iilnd. He seems to b5
looking for a way to gracefully yield
from Washto the recommendations
ington, seeing that a large sized whip
might be expected to crack Tuesday
when Mr. Wilson submits his message to both houses of congress. In
which the murderer of Madero was
unquestionably very wise, and if he
continues to see a great white light
there may be some chance to get out
of the hole he is in, and serve the
best interests of Mexico, without making it necessary to apply strong medicine. It has come to a point where
General Huerta must either fish or cut
Roswell News.
bait.

One Forward Step.
Detroit, Michigan, has taken the
lead in one thing, at least if not in all.
The egret will not be sold in that city
hereafter and in this movement one
has bestep toward bird protection
gun. As far as the Michigan city is
concerned the egret has gone as far out
of existence as the flounced petticoat
.
This is due to he
or the
passage of a law last winter by tho
legislature protecting the birds from
which these feathers are taken and it
is an advanced step which should' be
followed by every state in the union,
This feather business will depend
on the decree of fashion anyhow, and
while the law will help if our legisla-- !
tors are not influenced by the de-- j
mands of fashion and the orders of
the importers and the pleas of big
business, the whole thing can be regulated by the women if they will band
together for the protection of the
birds. We would naturally expect
them to do this as they are getting
'FROM HELL," SAYS
Ml their societies for the protection of
comes
HEAT CRAZED MAN
ciuelty to animals, but when it
to wearing apparel they seem to be
deaf and blind to everything but the
Pa., Aug. 26. H'
Chambersburg.
things that are pretty or those which mind affected by the intense heat of
sufthe
of
fashion decrees regardless
yesterday. Mack Shearer, employed in
fering of the dumb brutes or the sac- buUding a trolley road, was found
on the big gilt ball on the top
rifice of the lives of the beautiful
birds.
ot the
flagpole in front
Funny thing, Is it not, this absolute of the Friendship Are engine house.
yielding to the demands of fashion on
He was praying at the top of his
no matter voice and awoke many persons, who
the part of womankind,
what the results may be in the way of hurried from their homes scantily clad
cruelty, cost or absurdity? And in to witness the unusual spectacle. In
most things they have the men
of their coaxing Shearer would
ed off the map in the amount of good not descend
sense they possess, but we are un
Asked where he was from, he anwilling to admit it, of course. They swered: "From Hell." . To the query
have though. But we have to admit "Where are you going," he replied-"THeaven.' It was learned that tha
this one thing, however, and that is
that when fashion says thumbs up the; man had wandered about town all of
thumbs are going up, and when it Inst night, having applied for admis
says thumbs down they are going amn to me county jau aooui i o cioc.
down It may be that way with the this morning.
When finally he was persuaded by a
bird and feather business, and regardto descend from the poH
policeman
extincand
bird
less of bird suffering
to jail and placed in the
tion the orders of fashion may put he was taken
care of a physician.
everything out of mind. I am glad to
see one state take the initiative
though and say that egrets will not!
1 I
1 I
be sold in that place any longer.
hoop-skirt-

An ofen faced "watch.

AS

THE BYSTANDER
SEES IT

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine, and Table Service Unexcelled.

Rooms en suit with

private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
central Location.
Large Sample Rooms.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

ANNOUNCEMENT!
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the

INSURANCE
FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

Clean Amusement.
MONTEZUMA BILLIARD PARLORS,
It does reauy seem a pity that the
Oatman billiard rooms in this city are
Has Engaged at a Great Expense,
not better patronized and it would be
The Best That Can be Bought !
MARCUS CATTON,
a misfortune if they had to be closed
AT ANY PRICE
on account of lack of patronage. They
Son of the Famous
that
an
to
Take no chances on either
offer a place
evening
spend
in that
is not surpassed anywhere
when a small amount will give
CATTON,
here is given an opportunity for young
who will manage his billiard paryou the protection that you
lors and instruct titose desiring to
people to enjoy playing the best game
need, and when you do use inlearn the game. All new tables,
that is In existence and about this parsurance get the best, as it is
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
ticular room there is not an objectionthe
cheapest, and
WHERE ARE VHEV GOING?
able feature and no pareut need hesilounging room for those who cater
ALWAYS SEE
to the pastime.
Railroad matters are just now of peculiar interest to the people of New tate to let a boy spend his time there
Mexico as certain changes are being made which lead naturally to con- in play.
EVERYONE WELCOME I
jecture as to the eventual intentions of these corporations.
There is a chance to learn, too, unThe news notes say that the I). & R. G. company is going to standard der one of the best teachers that can
Office United States Bank Building
gunge from ))urango to a point on the Creede line.
be found in any billiard room in the
(FIRST J'LOOK)
About a year ago this question was up and it was suggested by the New United States.
Since the coming of
coast
to
would
line
a
be
route
road
has
for
who
a
feasible
by
this
Mexi?a.i that
gulf
purchased the InsurMarcus Catton the interest has inance Business of the L. A.
way of r,nl;i Fe by the purchase of the New Mexico Central, the standard creased, but not to the extent that it
guagitr, of tin. present line from this point to Durango, and thus opening up should and not to the extent that will
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
a trunk ne through this section of country, which is especially desirable
good companies, good protection
its room open unless the interest
This would not be a difficult matter and from every standpoint would be a keep
grows greater.
natural route
CHARLEY GANN,
There is not at the present time a
Such a line would be of inestimable benefit to this city and this section
men
for
or
a
better
young
safer
place
and if any .tetion looking to such a result could be undertaken it would he
European Plan.
to spend an evening than at the Oat
worth v nil:-- .
LIN
Meals At All Hours.
billiard rooms and I should hate
man
is
men
for
out
call
information
"l0
comes
that
the
At he same time
the
Rooms in Connecclosed on account of
tlie
to
see
Elegant
place
U
as
to cut ies tor the Continental Tie and Lumber company.
Coming
From
e .UCK 01
luaL
tion, Steam Heat,
'resl. a
does
.mediately following the purchase of the Rocky Mountain and Pacific
Electric Lights and Baths,
forced.
TAOS
BARRANCA
liv the Santa Fe system, it certainly looks as if that road is going into the
Aside from the movies we have not
buildii.? business very soon. These ties are to be cut up in the I'te Park
PER DAY.
RATES:
50c
75c
Meets
Both
North
and
South
section, and l ut one inference can be drawn as to the reasons lor this action here any great amount of places for
241 San Francisco Street.
we
Bounds
Trains.
to
when
and
set
go
at thib time.
the younger
Near S. W. Corner Plaza,
Leaves Barranca on the arrival at
There is going to be road extension somewhere and it is not at oil have one it ought to be cherished as
wmmmmmmmmmmmamm
the north bound train and arrives at
probable that the extension will be only as far as Taos which is sure to b? a boon, for we all know that the boys
oi' today are not home boys and they
the next point on the new line.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Kit her that road will come on down to Santa Fe or it will go from Taos expect to be out somewhere after tea.
From 5ft to 78 degrees was the range
EDITORS.
AMONG
Ten miles shorter than any other
an
when
here
of
and
toward Gallup to connect with the main line west.
the
On this account,
exception
temperature
yesterday
way. Good covered hacks and good
average relative humidity was 65 per
hi ie all these railroad extensions seem to !e in contetmplation it is ally good place is offered, it seems a
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
In the Offing,
cent. The precipitation for 24 hours
misfortune to see it fail because tho
!o be Imped that. Santa Fe is not to be left entirely off the map
furnished commercial men to take In
slashed
is
6 a. m. today showed 0.03 of
the
the
There
at
to
it
skirt,
is
sufficient
not
up.
split
ending
interest
kep
Here are two possibilities toward which we might be looking to our
the surrounding towns. Wire Emkudw
-and
of
lot
a
whale
were
an
inch
rain.
of
showers
There
with the
benefit and to the building up of a section which has been sadly neglected
I an. arguing this only
t and thunderstorms
station.
with the perforated kind
during intervals
since this city lost its great opportunity back in the days when it might thought that a clean place of amuse- - "
'S-R- ock
Island Trib- - yesterday and a light rain fell over the
in U,e
have been on the map and let the chance go by.
is a good thing in any com- - al,Iy
city shortly after 1 p. m. A heavy rain
Sarla Fe needs better railroad facilities and we must watch every move munity and that it is worthy of con
Them.
See
fell north and west of the city at the
...
to bring about this greatly desired result
ua, y.
smeiauw ...
We can see Penrose and Fall on same time.
tations are ot tne Kina to Keep our 1)oraebaok gallantly leading their
At 8 a. m.
the temperature in
that troopa lnt0 Mexlco c"ity. Iloswell Rec Santa Fe wastoday
young people under influences
54. In other cities it
CITY MANAGERS.1
anu
are noi
iarmer luun mui.or(
was as follows:
The vote of two to one by which the citizens of Dayton, overcoming a I am notneipiui,
Not a Little Angel.
attempting to advertise any
THE VISIGRAPH TYPEWRITER
Amarillo, 64; Bismarck. 48; Boise,
combinations of politicians, adopting the commission form of government,
business. I am just trying to
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NeW MeXiC8n Prlntlng COm
the Southern National Highway. Ajhis hands to go in the burning buildFRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. ed at tbe
10 MINUTES
DaD- fine specimen of lobo wolf, captured ing and hunt for the boy. Fay Linel'i
Lodge No. 259, holds Its regular
in the jungles west of this city, let'ciR. o. Russell, R. L,. Suter, John B
meeting on the first Thursday of each
"e'ur"' AU- --'t now not to run
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
today by express to boost the glories EnfieJd and many others worked hard
was demonstrated to
of this famous highway at the Dallas to subdue the flames.
A drummer !an automobile
Visiting brothers are invited and we- working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
from Oklahoma City declared that the!a larKe crowd in the vicinity of the
Zqo.
lcome.
house on East Ford street.
BENITO ALARID, President.
The animal, now five months old, work of these men was the nerviest court
A
to
well
dressed
couple appeared
was brought to this city by Dr. G. T. he had ever seen from a volunteei
CAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
It will not pay you to waste your
'
'
time writing out your legal forms
Veal when he returned recently fror, fire company and that many paid com be taking their first trip in their newrunabout.
The
machine leaped the
ODD FELLOWS,
his mountain trip. He has kept the panies could not approach them, even
when you can get thnra already printNo. 2, I. O. O. F. ed at the New
Mexican Printing
animal chained in his back yard since that of his own city being inferior i'. 8Urb and ran nPar'y l,,to ,lle coroner's
omoGThe steersman finally stopped
Santa Fe Lodge Company.
and having no suitable p'ace for him courage.
i11 alld bucked It off the lawn,
ot
The family have the sympathy
meets
here decided to send him where he
regularly
Thm 11 started for a heavy wagon
the entire community in this sad hou'
could be made use of.
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
across
the
be
street, wedging itself
In Odd Fellows HM1. Visiting broth
Pecos Valley News.
The wolf was captured in the n:oun-tain- s
neath the vehicle. A crowd of strong
ers always welcome.
while he was but a few weeks
The daughter of A. Mitchell, Bag- men lifted the wagon and the auto
old, and has been well trained, so it
will require no great effort to teach nari. tfv bnH n hnit rafla nf ktrinpv mobile was released, only to be piloted
CARDS
him city ways when he arrives at trouble and they feared her health jacrss the street again and into the
Dallas and meets the admiring gaze' was permanently impaired. Mr. Mit curb. In the third encounter, one of
of real city folks. He attracted muchjchell says, "She was in terrible shape j,te ,rfar wheels was broken and the
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
favorabl" comment while in the Veil but I got her to take Foley Kidney machine had to be towed away.
The three accidents took place with
Jot and the family became greatly at- Pills and she is now completely cured."
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Women are more liable to have kid in a space of 50 feet, during a period
tached to him.
City Attorney.
10
of
minutes.
&
about
The animal, neatly and comfortabl'' "cy trouble than men and will find
Capital City Bank Building,
crated in a soft padded cell left this Foley Kidney Pills a safe, dependable
8
Rooms
TAKE IT IN TIME.
afternoon via Wells Fargo for Dallas and honest medicine. The Capital
Santa Fe, New Mexteo
TIME TABLE
Roswell Record.
Pharmacy.
Just as Scores of Santa Fe Have.
Effective January 1st, 1913.
Q. W. PRICHARD,
Prominent Rancher Suicides.
Waiting doesn't pay.
.
Counteflor-at-Lawand
Attorney
If you neglect kidney backache,
The shocking news was received in WOMANLIKE SHE
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to conPractices in all the District Courti
Santa Rosa on the afternoon of the
Urinary troubles often follow.
nect with No. 3 westbound and
and gives special attention to case
CHANGED HER MIND Doan's
No. 10 eastbound.
19th that Charles Sumner, one of the
Kidney Pills are for kidney
before the State Supreme Court
MARTHA WALTERS.
backache, and for other kidney ills.
most prominent ranchers in eastern
M
Office:
N.
Santa
Bldg.,
Laughlin
Fe,
wed2fi.
The
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
Pttsburgh, Pa., Aug.
Santa Fe citizens endorse them.
New Mexico, had been shot and kill(Special Correspondence).
January 12. Found unconscious
m.
tScI?mbiti!
Los
Albino
26.
Fe.
,and
Ma,rsaret
A "rid near her brother's
Angeles, Cal., Aug.'
Ortega, college St, Santa
ed Marcos Duran, an employe of Mr.
. Chas. R. Eaaley
in cemetery; Chas. F. Easley,
.
grave
3 carries passengers to AlbuNo.
die
of
For Beveral
of the her face and body showed
personality" because
EASLEY A EA'jLEY,
Sumner, brought lh the news. Jus- in St. Michael's church, and every N
signs of
misand
querque,
back
locally, and to Pacific
me.
and
of
It
series
troubled
strange
unexpected
my
kidneys
of
Peace
the
tice
terrible beating.
aw.
Felipe Baca, Dr. Van thing was ready for the event, but
Attorneys-a- t
Coast
and
misfortunes
fol
which
acpoints.
was
have
me
on
to
hard
for
do
haps
anything
Practice In the Court an betert
Horn, C. E. McGinnis, C. Hedgcock. the appearance of the bride and brideFebruary 2. Telephoned from her
count of pains through my loins. The lowed her in the past six months, pret- home
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to con
Camilio Sanchez and C. J. Martin left groom.
to the police that she was being Land Department
20
Martha
Walters,
old,
move
hai
ty
made
worse.
least
years
the
trouble
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
for
murderedfillthe
which
is
Land
examinedand
officers
tltl
ranch,
rushed
to
the
After relatives and friends, who
immediately
grant
been put under observation by alienNo. , eastbound, connecting at
on the Juan de Dios, about 12 miles ed the church, had waited until their My rest was broken by my kidneys
found
N.
it
in wild disorder and Santa Fe,
ii., branch Office,
the state and a dozen house,
ists
"Cut-of- f
with
Albuquerque
Miss Walters missing.
southeast of Santa Rosa. On arriv- patience was exhausted, some one acting too freely. The kidney secre- nerveemployed by of state-widN. M.
cla,
repuspecialists
tions were
and now and then
train for Clovls and tPenos Val4.
March
Miss
in
ing there a jury was summoned and an passed the word through thhe congre- scalded in scanty
Walters
found
When I read tation.
ley points.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
inquest held. The body of Mr. Sumner gation that Margaret balked because about local passage. who had used
Miss Walters, called the "girl ot back yard of her home unconscious'
people
was found in the tool and work shop, Michael was only 20 years old, and
Dentist
arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
claimed she had been kidnapped and
Returning,
is
a
normal.
Doan's Kidney Pills with good results, mystery,"
apparently
m.
Over Spitz Jewelry 8tor
a few yards east of his residence. His therefore a minor,
while
mistreated
held
a
pristerribly
During the past six oner
The pair went to the marriage li I tried them. I found relief from the healthy girl.
Room 1, 2 and I.
head was literally burst asunder, and
by four men.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to confirst and by the time I had used one months she has figured in six sensa
Phone
Red
6.
dici
18.
When
June
Miss
only a mass of broken skull bones, cense office and applied for a license. box my back
nect with No. 7 westbound carWalters
incidents.
The
tional
are
was
experts
free
from
The
goin?
pain.
Office Honrs I i, n. to i ,
skin and brains remained. The Jury The license clerk told Donnelly that
not show herself at her home for twi
to
see
if
to
test
her
rying El Paso sleeper, also No.
she
not
does
secretions stopped bothering
And by Appointment
found that a new
4 eastbound.
pistol had he would have to produce a guardian kidney
me. I recommended Doan's Kidney sometimes lose her real personality days, neighbors entered the house to
because he was under age.
on herself for the find her bound to a sewing machine,
pnd inflict
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 1:35 p.
Donnelly is an orphan, but thought Pills when they cured me and I can effect it has injury
tt will not pay you to waste your
on other people. Here are a chloroformed handkerchief near by
m.
now.
as
of
he
them
highly
speak
for
just
mighty easily adopt a guardian
out
forms
The
time
house
had
fired.
been
your
Woman
writing
legil
of
incidents
some
the
which have
Every
the occasion, but Miss Schmit gave Whenever I feel out of sorts, I have
Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conLeave
them
when
you
get
already printed
Detectives assigned to the case afIs Interested and should
him no time to look for the desired taken a few doses of Doan's Kidney brought about the examination of the
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
at the New Mexican Printing
know about the wonderful
:
ter
had
the
been
unable
to
propolice
girl
Euardian and declared: "Now, I just Pills and they never fail to fix me up
No. 9 westbound.
Marvel
January 1. Miss Walter's home duce the least clue to the perpetrators
she immediately all right."
voucne won't get tomarried."
was burned, her two brothers incin- of the mysterious attacks, also failed.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 11:30
call off the wedding for
prepared
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 erated and she herself badly burned. Physicians who examined the
Work for the New Mexican. It is
af
a. m.
girl
good.
cents.
Co.. Buffalo, This was the fourth time in three ter the
attacks corroborated her working for you, for Santa Fe and
New York, sole agents for the United weeks that the house has
caught fire. stories of mistreatment. On none of 'the new state.
Work for the New Mexican. It Is States.
January 5. Found unconscious in the occasions could Miss Walters give
forking for you, for Santa Fe and
Remember the name Doan's and a dark street; claimed two men nan anything but a meager description of New Mexican Want Ads always
the new state.
ber assailants.
attacked her.
take no other.
bring results. Try it.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

PACE ErviHT

education for Wednesday, September
3a, and stated that there was bucIi a
press of matters to come before the
board that they would probably be in
of the
session for the remainder
week. There is a great deal of routine
work to be transacted by the board,
in addition to the matter of certification, the approving of the courses of
study in the various county high
schools, which will open up this fall
for the first time. Mr. White is male-- I
ins a special appeal to every member
'
oi' the hoard to be present.

OFFICIAL.

F. ANDREWS

TO START CAMPAIGN

Grocery, Bakery and Market.
Every Hour

AutoOdivery

Another car of that famout EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
will ouy, try It. A coupon packed in every sack good for valuable
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl under 15 years of age, who collects the most of these coupons up to
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch.
Boys and girls get busy, get your mother and your neighbors to
use EMPRtSS FLOUR.

STATE

EDUCATIONAL

DEPARTMENT

New Incorporation.
The Butler Investment company to-- j
with
TO HELP BUILD SCHOOL HOUSES day filed incorporation papers
commission.
the state corporation
REPLACE RENTED BUILDINGS AND The company is capitalized at $500,-- j
4
4
.
010, divided into $100 shares. The in-REBUILD WORN OUT STRUCTURES.
corporators are George W. Butler, IS
1
shares, and Herschel V. Shepard, one
share, both of Chicago, and K. K.
CAN ALSO HELP HOLD
stau-torWright, of Santa Fe, who is the
for the concern.
agent
FIVE MONTHS SCHOOL
Will Verify Change of Time.
The state corporation commission
The state department of education
is now beginning to enter upon the this morning wrote to I. L. Hibbard,
of Los Angeles, acting general manlarger work of building school bouses
Fe
in sections where they are needed, un- ager of the coast lines of the Santa
der the authorization contained in for verification of the announced
the laws of 191". Previously through change of time of train No. 7, whicfl
the state aid fund, school was main- notice has been published in several
For several
tained in every one of the districts of New .Mexico papers.
had this
has
commission
weeks
the
five
of
months,
for
the
state
the
period
of
and there is still about. $GO,000 avail- matter up with the management
the coast lines, following complaints
able for the school building fund.
for a daylight train. It
Although there are 1000 school dis- from Gallup
Nos. 1, 7 and 9 on
seems
trains
that
some
are
in
the
there
tricts
state,
districts where school buildings are the main line and the cutoff train all
Into Albuquerque between 7:30 p.
rented, and some districts in which gel
a community of considerable size is m. and midnight, and consequently all
west
located at some distance from any the train service of the Santa Fe
school building now being used. To of Albuquerque Jo Gallup comes in the
wee small hours of the night and
remedy all of this will be the aim of
and
early morning. Residents of that city
of
education,
state
the
department
matblanks are now being printed on have been complaining, and the
railwhich to make application for aid for ter has been taken up with the
the building of a school house. These road. Unofficially the announcement 7
blanks will be sent out immediately has been received that train No.
YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY
and it is hoped before the five months will be set forward about 12 hours
term in these districts starts, to have and it will thus give Gallup a day light
a school house ready for the use of train, and will also do away with the
bunching of four trains within four or
the school population.
one train, and
According to the law which author-- five hours, with only
izes the helping of needy districts, tne that the limited, during the remaining
Everything In Hardware.
district itself must furnish at least 20 hours of the day.
V . H. WICKHAM
of the cost of the school
Hearing Postponed.
LUDWIQ WM. ILFELD.
All hough there is only one member
room, either in labor or money, and
commission
the state is limited o $;:00 maximum of the stateM.corporation
S. Groves, he took the
for this purpose to any one school. in the city,
to postpone for 90 days this
Figuring that the districts would all liberty
the hearing on the Pecos
morning,
maximum
the
of
$:;oo
take advantage
which had been schedice
rates,
valley
amount, this means the construction uled to come
up before the commission
ot a class of buildings averaging in on
August 28th. He was led
cost around $450, with some of them to Thursday
take this action, because of the
dissome
since
even
more,
costing
fact that it was requested by both the
tricts are prepared and willing, in or- Koswell Gas and Electric company,
der to get a new building, to put up the plaintiff, and the Santa Fe railremore than the necessary
Mr. Twitchell
road, the defendant.
for
who asked for the continuance
quired to get stale aid.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
in
the
Of the 1007 school buildings
the railroad stated that the old ice
All kinds of flowers,
arden & field seeds in bulk and packages state in which school is held, 7SS are rate which had been in force previous
ALFALFA SEED.
owned by the districts in which they to August 1st had been reinstated, and
are located, and 219 are rented build- would continue in force until the ice
Fe
house in
The only exclusive
ings. It is very probable that every shipping season was over.
Beaver Arrives.
one of the 21ft schools occupying rentTwo beaver arrived by express from
ed buildings will attempt, to get into a
building of their own with the help Ohama last night consigned to Triniot the $:',00 state money. According dad C. de Baca, state game warden,
45B,'ck
to Mr. White's report, 104 buildings who Intended to place them in the upowned by the districts are reported in per Santa Fe river, but because they
were not taken up the river this mornpoor condition, and undoubtedly some
ing, one of them died before it could
of these will be replaced.
In addition to the above possibil be placed in the water. Other shipments will be received soon, Mr. del
ities for the expenditure of the school Baca
says.
White's
fund,
Superintendent
building
where
in
districts
report shows that
there are only one room school build- SANTA FE
ings, there are 23,01)0 and over enrollTAX SALE
ed, and 40,970 children of school age in
over
means
that
This
INJUNCTION
the districts.
be17,000 children in New Mexico,
tween the ages of 5 and 21, were not
20. On
Aug.
Albuquerque, X. M
Since the limits of the the application of the Santa Fe Paenrolled.
school age may be a little broad, and cific, Railway company, represented
also since it is probable that some of by Assistant Solicitor R. E. Twitchell
the 17,000 not enrolled were within of Las Vegas, Judge Raynolds-- of 'he
easy walking distance of a school, the second district coiirt, acting in tha
17,000 must be cut down considerably
absence of Judge E. C. Abbott, of the
to get the estimated school population First judicial district
yesterday afterfacilities.
which is without school
noon issued a temporary injunction,
But even with all necessary deduc- restraining 11. W. Heflin, of Aztec,
tions, it is estimated at the lowest treasurer and colloctor of San Juan
that in the various school districts of ccunty, from selling certain lanc'.i of
New Mexico, there are at least 200 the
petitioner in that counly, for
communities in which there are 15 taxes 1912, payment of which has
:!
children or more who have no school been withheld.
facilities at all, and it is in these
Be it for "Choring," "Fishing," "Camping or Prowling" the REJudge Raynolds made the writ resections that the greatest good will be turnable October 5, at which time the
LIABLE HARDWARE STORE have made it one of their dutie3 ,1
sedone. First they will be aided in
San Juan treasurer and collector is
Life to supply the early risers of this community with the very best
curing a school room, renting one to directed to show cause why the inand most up-td;;te thing ir the Lantern line. They handle the kind
if
the
then
with
if
necessary,
start
junction should not be made permathat gives steady, bright light, is easv to light, clean, rewick and
elders of the community will aid in a nent.
does not blow out rn the gale, smoke nor leak.
at
least
school building raising, doing
All the way from 50c to $2.50.
The proceedings in question involve
a third of the work, they may have a the assessment of certain
Salt Bricks for
By the way do you need anything for the Stable?
alleged coal
school building all their own. And lands,
approximating 40,000 acres,
your Horses and Cows.
to
will
able
be
drav
still better, they
owned by the Santa Fe Railway comRemember it pays to get It at
from the state aid fund whatever they pany in San Juan county. The suit is
need to make up the pay of a teacher
important as indicating the probable
at $60 a month for five months.
attitude of the Santa Fe company in
is
education
cause
of
the
Verily
the matter of what it claims is the
New
Mex
in
coming into better days
of its property in the
ico.
state, as compared with the valuation
of the property of other taxpayers,
Educational Board Meeting.
both corporate and individual.
Colonel Twitchell, after the grant
State Superintendent of Public Instruction Alvan N White this morning ing of the temporary restraining order
called a meeting of the state board of by Judge Raynolds, left for Santa Fe.
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We have the Nobbiest Decorative
Iron Fences, Gates and Railings.

LET US FIGURE

on your wants. Our prices are right.

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

1

one-thir- d

AND

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

one-thir-

f

Santa

grain

LEO HERSCH

Ph45Bak

STOPS

By

,

The Hardware Man Says
o

The Reliable Hardware Store, My Home.

n

LOCAL ITEMS.

OLD SOLDIERS
GO HUNGRY

NEW STYLISH

Sold for cash only

"The fflilliner"

MISSA. MUGLER
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Apples and
Crab Apples

Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,

relink

t

j

HOTEL DE VARGAS
THE WEEK

Are You Interested in a Guaranteed Investment?
few years ago any residence lot in this city could have been
bought for two hundred dollars. Recently these same lots sold for
from $600 to $1,250. A few days ago, a certain business man who

r

has been here for thirty years, and has paid ' f.J.the PPery henJ:
cuoied several times over in rentals,
place, but
about four times more than he could have got it for at the outset.
citizens have READ THE CARDS and
Many of our
lots on Don Diego Heights and are
residence
beautiful
purchased

TOI) IK .AS YOUR OWN LANDLORD.

Will SHUT

SEE AT ONCE

fl RKHOP
rAQI A.

j
CiT

Only
a few of the lots closest in and on the new water main remain to
be sold. Special prices, special terms, selected patrons, time pay- ;
no interest no taxes beautiful
avenue, al- leys, magnificent vista, street straight, houses straight, sidewalks
and shade trees straight. Still, we will have in its truest sense,
ed

THE NEW OLD SANTA FE PLAN.

II

W

at a price

be had again for many a day.
well-plann-

.

j.
II

DOWN AND 510 A MOUTH

that we can all afford will not

pjf foci,

far-seei- ng

A SMALL PAYMENT

Such an opportunity to secure a fine lot close in and

jrr
I
cJ riff

A

N

HATS

IN SATIN AND WHITE FELT.
Don't ask credit for school books.
DURING STRIKE
at Weltmer's.
Lost White Pomeranian spaniel,
They are Swell, at
Ixmdon,
Aug. 26. Hundreds of
answers to name Panchita. Last seen
In
Chelsea
pensioners
army
hospital,
near Santa Fe depot this morning.' Re-- ,
old soldiers home of Iondon
ward for information leading to its the
to
the
strike
jwent hungry today owing
recovery. Telephone Main 65.
of electricians of the publilc works
You will find ma.y good smokes in
beour cigar case. No trouble to select department, declared last night,
of the employment of
the particular size, shape and shade cause
jpaluters at the admiralty.
vou like.
Zook's,
After a formal appeal from Earl
OUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
Editor Likes Santa Fe M. J. Sul-- j
Beauchamp, first, commissioner of the
of
the
editor
Blue
International
iivun,
to
strike
the
'public works,
leaders,
Hook, who has been in Santa Fe for
electrical engineers consented to furnish cheap, safe and elastic credit
the past few days, was so fascinated jthe
heat the ovens and supply bread to tc their members by reason of their
with the Ancient City's possibilities the veterans,
control by farmers and are organizathat he invested in a pair of lots on - Ten thousand men laid down their tions
exclusively in the interest, of
reDon Diego heights.
lie expects to
j tools today und the members of eightfarmers who operate them at nomi
turn here son for an extended visit, een unions connected with the build-lin- nal cost and without
seeking dividend
trade threatened to join the profit to sucli societies," said the state
FOR
RENT Five room modern
movement.
f
house one and
blocks from
jnent.
Senator Fletcher's report today to
plaza. Joseph B. Hayward.
the governors, urged them to underHe Is Wise George
Gaastra has WOULD CONNECT ALASKA
with the
Santa Fe
broken ground for a New-OlWITH U. S. BY RAILROAD. take earnest
Rural Credits 'C'omni' sion, which has
style house on one of his lots on Don
established permanent headquarters
'
The idea of followDiego boulevard.
Washington, D. C. Aug. 26. A joint in
The first active steps
Washington.
of
New-OlWilson
Fe
the
Santa
President
resolution
style
ing
requesting
of a national
he Indicated,
is
architecture
steadily gaining to negotiate with the British and will- be towardcharacter,
the establishment o'
ground. It is said on good authority Canadian governments to establish an
adequate system of rural banking,
that the Pulitzers, of New York, will railroad connectionsVjeien the Unit- through
which a great scheme of cointroduced
follow this style when they build on ed States and Alaqj
and country development
operation
of
tjohnsoh
today by Represent.
Bishop's ranch.
can be built up.
forth
The
gets
presffilble
Zook's Benzoin, Witch Hazel and Washington.
it was necessary to have such a
Almond Cream is fine for sunburn and that
to enable the army with the
railroad
on
windburn. Take a bottle with you
consent of Canada, to undertake the
your vacation.
, defense of Alaska.
Cosme Alarid Is Dead Cosme
a well known
IN SESSION
of this city, died last night, at the age GOVERNORS
IN COLORADO.
He leaves a widow and
of 00 years.
six children, three sons and threy
(Continued from page one).
Mr. Alarid was for many
daughters.
of
the
in
the employ
years a pressman
time mortgage credit for
New Mexican and he also served for a viding long
works of permanent development and
number of years as guard at the penipurchase."
tentiary. He worked, also at the
The more highly developed short By Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegtime credit systems, said the report
etable Compound Their
'NUFF SAID. GNAGEY & ERVIEN. bring all the farmers together in an
brought organization where they assume perTennis Games Sunshine
Own Stories Here Told.
out the rackets yesterday afternoon at sonal liability for the 'society's debts
the Santa Fe club. The first game The society pays interest on deposits
Beatrice, Neb. " Just after my marwas played by Dr. Rolls vs. March, and loans to its members at 5 or
my left side began to pain me and
riage
15
the
on
March receiving
fi ner centpoints
and gives to each band of the pain got so severe at times that I
it suff sred
handicap basis arranged. Dr. Rolls farmers the money with which
terribly with it. I visited three
There were several can finance
beat him
selling, buy doctors and each one wanted to operate
spectacular plays and March showed ing and producing organizations,
on me but I would not consent to an opunusual strength and pace. Dr. Rolls
The other kind of credit is found eration. I heard of the good Lydia E.
then played Espe, defeating him
!ln mortgage
bond societies which Pinkham's Vegetable Compound was
Dr. Rolla sprained his ankle and had hold long time mortgages bearing a
doing for others and I used several botare
to rest. Oilier tennis enthusiasts
moderate interest and automatically tles of it with the result that I haven't
invited to play In the "prelim" today. discharging
part of their jrincin'e been bothered with my side since then.
I am in good health and I have two little
Trade at the Modern Marke. Our each year.
"This form of mortgage credit girls. ' ' Mrs. R. B. Child, Beatrice, N eb.
meats, prices and service are right.
would mean more money for machinFrank Mourer, proprietor.
The Other Case.
Dance Next Tuesday On ery, more for purchasing land and for
Elks
" I feel it a duty I owe
Maine.
Cary,
Tuesday. September 2, the local lodge developing poor land," said Senator to all suffering women to tell what Lydia
of B. P. O. Elks will hold another of Fletcher in his report. "It means few- E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound did
their delightful dances and those de- er tenants and more owners. It means for me. One
year ago I found myself a
conditions."
life
votees of the "Rag" will be requested better rural
sufferer. I had pains in both
terrible
The preliminary statement prepared
in
to refrain from
that
indulging
sides and such a soreness I could scarcely
branch of the terpsichorean art. A by the rural credits commission and
straighten up at times. My back ached,
bountiful luncheon will be served dur- contained in Senator Flecher's report I had no appetite and was so nervous I
then I would be so tired
ing the intermission and the Elks or- said in part:
could rot
'The organizations for the provia-io- mornings sleep,
chestra will be on hand to dispense
that I could scarcely get
of personal credit facilities
the lateBt popular music. Tickets are
around. It seemed almost impossible
$1 per couple, and all Elks are request- jr.s highly developed as are the systems to move or do a bit of work and I
The
prevailed to show their loyalty to their lodge of commercial, banking.
thought I never would be any better
and attend. By order of Entertain- Ing rate of interest paid by the farm-jer- until I submitted to an operation, but
for short time loans is from four
write
Edward L. Safford,
ment Committee.
lay husband thought I had better
f
to five and
per cent The to you and I did so, stating my sympchairman.
am toms. I commenced taking Lydia E.
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND terms offered European farmers
generally better designed to meet the Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
BE SURE.
The Dance
Last Night For the peculiar requirements of agricultur- soon felt like a new woman. I had no
first time in many moons there were ists than aro the terms obtainable pains, slept well, had good appetite and
could do aimost all my own work for a
"too many men" at the subscription today by the American farmers."
The "personal credit," organizations
dance given in Library Hall last night.
family of four. I shall always feel that
so I owe my good health to your Vegetable
There were men standing around tho lit added, are usually
"-Hayward Sowers,
Compound.
ball room, sitting on the steps, loung- cieties.
short-tim"These
societies
Maine,
Carv
credit
iming around the hall and walking
patiently outside. It was a rare sight
and one to bring joy to the hearts ot
The common opinio-the fair sex.
seemed to be that there were going
to he too many girls, hence he num
ber of men without partners. The mu
Ramf-rez'sic was exceptionally good.
orchestra furnished the lively
tunes. The weather was good and
the electric fans were in good workThe floor was suiteJ
ing condition.
to the glide waltz and. two steps
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Phone 12.
which were danced with animation.
The modern dances were also popular.
Any kind of nursing bottle you want
nipples of all styles, brushes, baby
foods, talcum powders and the most
careful prescription department
tc
help baby when ill. Zook's.
Reconnaissance Map That is the
urnirnu lun
title of the topographic map published in atlas sheets showing about eighuiwmiiP.Tn.niTF
teen counties ot New Mexico. The
map is on exhibition at the rooms of
LAKlit LUodT
the Santa Fe chamber of commerce
and separate sheets may be obtained
AND VERANDAS
for a small sum. The map is published by the interior department. One
COMFORTABLE PORCH
sheet is of especial interest to Santa
SWINGS and ROCKERS
Feans showing the location of Mount
markwhich
has
elevation
an
Service and Cuisine
Baldy
ed as 12,623 feet, and the altitude and
location
of other
Ample facilities for large
peaks. Ernest
and small banquets,
Taschek, a draftsman at the federal
to
the
trace
has
promised
building,
trails up to the peaks the favorite
trip of tourists. The map will be of
much interest to owners of hotels,
AMERICAN PLAN
SPECIAL RATES
stables and garages of this city, showRoom With Bath, $3.00 Up.
BY
ing vividly the excursions which so
Room Without Bath, $2.25 Up.
many visitors wish to make.
'
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